ATTENTION: 4-H members, FFA members, leaders, and open class exhibitors should study and become familiar with this premium book as there are changes from year to year.
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Extension Office Fair Hours

  Saturday, July 20  8:00 AM – 4:30 PM
  Sunday, July 21  12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
  Monday, July 22 – Wednesday, July 24  8:00 AM - 9:00 PM
  Thursday, July 25  8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

2019 Fair Board Association Officers and Board of Directors
Kim Etter, Ed Loynachan, Jake Ruth: Co-Presidents
Troy Steinhausen, Vice-President
Nicole Shore, Secretary
Members: Allysa Boyd, Jen & Jake Ruth, Troy Steinhausen, Danny & Nicole Shore, Ed Loynachan, Joe McDonough, Jerry Neer,
Krista Hewlitt, Trevor Steinhausen  
Committee Chairpersons:  
Grounds/Building:  Jake Ruth  
Memorials:  Stacy Smyser  
Winter Storage:  Ed Loynachan  
Open Class:  Nicole Shore  
Queen:  Krista Hewlett  
Ultrasound & Bedding Fees:  Jen Ruth  
Entertainment:  Jerry Neer  
Campground:  Troy Steinhausen

Extension Staff  
Kelly Phillips  4-H Youth and Extension Coordinator  
Ronda Morrett  Youth Outreach Educator  
Theresa Voss  Office Assistant  
Chris Clark  Livestock Field Specialist  
Sue Henderson  Regional Extension Education Director  
Jennie Hargrove  Youth Program Specialist

Lucas County Extension Council members  
Nicole Burgett-Williams, Melissa Goering, Shane Irving, Jody Steenhoek, Dan Shore, Denise Storm, Kim Head, Branigan Head, Alyson Palmer

The following organizations have contributed money to be divided between 4-H and FFA exhibitors at the Lucas County Fair:

Lucas County Fair Association  to be prorated  
Lucas County Farm Bureau  $250.00 (Ribbon Donations)

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Friday, July 19  
5:00 PM  Lucas County Fair Queen/King Contest

Saturday, July 20  
8:30 AM  Static Exhibit Judging (4-H Exhibits, Clover Sprouts)  
9-10:00 AM  Cow-Calf Weigh-in  
10:00 AM  Cow-Calf Show  
3:00 PM  Dog Show

Sunday, July 21  All Day Entry of Livestock  
8:30 AM  Horse Show  
1:00 PM  4-H Exhibit Building opens  
2-6:00 PM  Open Class entries accepted  
4-6:00 PM  Sheep & Goat weigh-in  
6-8:00 PM  Beef & Swine weigh-in  
8:00 PM  All livestock must be in place

Monday, July 22  
8-12:00 PM  Entry of Open Class Exhibits  
8:00 AM  Pet Show  
8:30 AM  Rabbit Show  
12:00 PM  Closing of all Open Class Exhibit entries  
1:00 PM  Open Class judging starts  
3:30 PM  Goat Show
5:00 PM Sheep Show
9:00 PM 4-H and Open Class buildings close

Tuesday, July 23
8:30 AM Poultry Show
9:00 AM 4-H and Open Class buildings open
12:00 PM Clover Sprout Livestock Exposition
5:00 PM Swine Show
9:00 PM 4-H and Open Class buildings close

Wednesday, July 24
8:00 AM Bucket Calf exhibitor interviews
9:00 AM 4-H and Open Class buildings open
9:30 AM Bucket calf show
10:30 AM Beef Heifer Show
Bucket Class plus One Show (following Beef Heifer Show)
Market Heifer Show (following Bucket Calf Plus One Show)
ONE HOUR LUNCH BREAK
Market Steer Judging (followed by selection of Grand Champion Market Beef)
5:30 PM 4-H in Review, outdoor stage area
9:00-10:00 PM Release of Open Class, 4-H and Clover Sprout Exhibits

Thursday, July 25
6:00 AM Livestock returning home released
8-10:00 AM Release of Open Class exhibits, 4-H and Clover Sprout Exhibits
9:00 AM Livestock Judging Contest
1:00 PM Livestock Sale Begins

Monday, August 2
4:30 PM Iowa State Fair static exhibits must be in Extension Office (except food items)

GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS

1. All exhibits will be placed on the basis of blue and red ribbons.
2. It is the responsibility of the 4-H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.
3. Any 4-H member in Lucas County is eligible to exhibit if they have attended 50% of the club meetings or completed requirements for independent membership. Any current FFA member in Lucas County may be eligible to exhibit up to one year after high school graduation. A member cannot exhibit both 4-H and FFA projects in the same department.
4. ALL animals, with the exception of poultry, pets, dogs and horses, must attend the Lucas County Weigh-in/Identification day for that species. NO EXCEPTIONS.
5. All livestock and exhibit building entries MUST be entered at the Extension Office by July 1, 2019. Entry forms must be completed and turned into the Lucas County Extension Office no later than 4:30 pm on July 1, 2019. No late entries will be accepted. Entry forms will be available in the office and on the Lucas County Extension & Outreach webpage. NO EXCEPTIONS
6. Poor sportsmanship by an exhibitor at the County Fair will result in the loss of premium money and will be subject to resolution by the Grievance Policy.
7. The Code of Ethics is signed during re-enrollment in 4honline. Any exhibitor who violates rules and regulations and/or the Code of Ethics will forfeit all premiums and be subject to action according to the Grievance Policy. No exhibitor may remove exhibits from the grounds until released by Superintendent. If this rule is violated, exhibitor will forfeit all premium money.
8. Judges’ decisions will be final.
9. Fair management will use diligence to insure the safety of all exhibits entered for exhibition after the arrival and placement.

Under no circumstances will Lucas County Fair Board, Lucas County Extension, Chariton FFA or the Lucas County 4-H program be responsible for any loss, injury, or damage.
10. Camping allowed in the campground only; per fair board rules, during the fair. The grounds will close 1 hour after the end of the last event and gates will be locked. Volunteers will be on the grounds to monitor the exhibits.
11. Removal of club stands or displays are the responsibility of the clubs. All stands or displays must be removed at the end of the Fair.
12. All barns and exhibit stalls, including outside of the barns, must be cleaned thoroughly before the members leave the grounds on the final day of the fair. This includes cleaning the stalls, cleaning the alley-way, and manure hauled off. Failure to comply will result in loss of premium money. Superintendents will need to check for cleanliness. Sale checks will be held until stalls are cleaned. Stalls will be checked at the August fair board meeting.
13. All exhibits must be the result of project activities during the current 4-H year. Exhibits may only be exhibited at one County Fair.
14. Items graded at school may be exhibited at the County Fair.
15. Premium checks must be cashed within 90 days from date of issue to be valid.
16. There will be no alcoholic beverages allowed anywhere on the grounds.
17. Exhibits on the Fairgrounds are not insured by the Fair Association or the Lucas County Extension Council for fire, explosion, smoke damage, weather, theft, vandalism, or any other loss or expense. Participants exhibit at their own risk.
18. No rope or halogen lights will be permitted in the livestock barns for insurance reasons and for the safety of the barns, livestock and exhibitors.
19. It is recommended that all electrical equipment and cords meet safety codes. It’s possible an inspection could occur.

**GRIEVANCE POLICY**

*The following policy has been set in place for issues occurring at the fair:*

If the grievance is a judging, show or livestock sale issue, the grievance form must be submitted to the appropriate superintendent, or to the extension office if the appropriate superintendent cannot be located, within 30 minutes of the end of the show, judging or auction where the grievance occurred. If the grievance occurs outside of judging, show or auction, the completed grievance form must be submitted to the appropriate superintendent, or to the extension office if the appropriate superintendent cannot be located, within 2 hours of the occurrence. **An Extension Council meeting will be scheduled and posted notification of such within 24 hours of receiving the grievance form. The persons filing the grievance form will attend the meeting and given time to explain their point of view in an allotted time to be determined by the chairperson of the council. The decision of the Extension Council by majority vote will be binding and final.** The grievance form may be found in the back of the Lucas County Fair Book, online at [https://www.extension.iastate.edu/lucas/](https://www.extension.iastate.edu/lucas/) or in the Lucas County Extension office.

**4-H EXHIBIT BUILDING – GENERAL AND PROJECT RULES**

*It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.*

1. Exhibits will be entered and conference judged at scheduled times on Saturday, July 20th. They must stay until 9:00 PM on Wednesday, July 24. Articles must be removed by 10:00 AM on Thursday, July 25.
2. All entry forms are due by July 1, 2019 by 4:30 pm into the extension office. No late entries will be accepted. No entry submitted, no show.
3. Eligible exhibits are an outgrowth of work done as a planned part of the 4-H’ers participation in 4-H or FFA projects or programs during the current year. Exhibits may be done by an individual or group and may represent all or part of the learning in the project or program.
4. Exhibitors in 4-H classes are not eligible to exhibit in a similar department of the FFA divisions or vice-versa.
5. Exhibits previously entered in an FFA Ag Science Fair or any other FFA event or competition may not be entered in any 4-H exhibit class.
6. Exhibits that do not comply with the class description, size guidelines, copyright restrictions, safety and approved methods will be disqualified and not put on public display.
7. 4-H’ers who have completed 4th grade through 12th grade (or that equivalent) are eligible to exhibit at the Lucas County Fair.
8. 4-H’ers who have completed 5th grade through 12th grade (or that equivalent) are eligible to exhibit at the Iowa State Fair.
9. A written explanation, audio recording or video recording is to be included as part of each exhibit. The exhibitor should respond briefly to the following questions about the exhibit:
   - What did you plan to learn or do? (What was your exhibit goal(s)?)
   - What steps did you take to learn or do this?
   - What were the most important things you learned?

**CHECK FOR ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN EXHIBIT CLASSES FOR FOOD AND NUTRITION, PHOTOGRAPHY AND VISUAL ART CLASSES.**

10. Members may exhibit as many items at the County Fair as they choose to prepare unless otherwise stated in a department.
11. Eligible members may exhibit two items in the Iowa State Fair 4-H Building. In addition, members may participate in Fashion Revue, Clothing Selection, The $15 Challenge, Educational Presentations, Working Exhibits, Extemporaneous Speaking and Share the Fun. Arranging transportation of Iowa State Fair Exhibits will be the responsibility of the member.
12. Each item in an exhibit must be securely labeled, including the name of the club, class number and exhibitor’s name.
13. The 4-H’ers goal and applicable exhibit standards will form the basis of the evaluation process. Evaluation criteria will include demonstrated learning, workmanship and techniques, and general appearance and design. Refer to exhibit class evaluation rubrics for detailed evaluation criteria in each class. Rubrics are located on each 4-H project page at [http://www.extension.iastate.edu/4h/projects](http://www.extension.iastate.edu/4h/projects).

14. Deserving exhibits will be rated as blue or red.

15. The decision of the judges will be final.

16. If the exhibitor chooses to provide a display to illustrate what was learned:
   - Posters may not exceed 24” x 36” in size
   - Chart boards, graph boards, project presentation boards, model displays, etc., may not exceed 48” x 48” in size. Maximum size is determined by measuring the flat (unfolded) dimensions.
   - Display boxes may not exceed 28” x 22” in height or width and 12” in depth.

17. Endangered and threatened plants and animals (includes insects), or songbird feathers and nests may NOT be used in any exhibit.

18. Copyrighted materials and designs may not be used in an exhibit that is presented as original work by the exhibitor. Exhibitors must include permission from the copyright holder/owner when using copyrighted material. Exhibitors must give proper credit to the original source of all materials/designs used in exhibits. (See also special rules for Visual Arts and general copyright information for 4-H’ers.)

19. Exhibits that do not comply with the class description, size guidelines, copyright restrictions, safety and approved methods will be disqualified and not put on public display.

Most exhibit classes have specific guidelines and requirements that will be included in the judging process. Members are highly encouraged to go to [http://www.extension.iastate.edu/4h/projects](http://www.extension.iastate.edu/4h/projects) to find information about judging criteria for exhibits that they create from their 4-H project learning.

**Other Exhibit Information**

1) Due to security, 4-H’ers and FFA members are discouraged from bringing items that have special meaning and historical value as the exhibit or part of an exhibit.

2) Lucas County Extension and the Lucas County Fair Board will use diligence to insure the safety of articles entered for exhibition after their arrival and placement. However, they will not be responsible for damage or loss by accident, fire, theft, etc.

3) Lucas County Extension and Lucas County Fair Board will in no case assume or pay transportation or delivery charges sent for exhibition.

**ANIMALS**

CLASS 1 – SF# 10110 - Animal Science - An exhibit (other than an animal itself) that shows the learning about a large or small animal including beef, dairy cattle, dairy goats, dogs, horse & pony, meat goats, pets, poultry, rabbits, sheep and swine. Ownership of any is not required.

CLASS 2 – SF# 10120 - Veterinary Science – An exhibit that shows learning about keeping animals healthy.
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

CLASS 3 – SF# 10210 - Crop Production - An exhibit that shows learning about the growth, use, and value of field crops.

CLASS 4 – SF# 10220 - Environment and Sustainability - An exhibit that shows the connections between humans and their environment including energy, stewardship, conservation, entomology, fish and wildlife, or forestry. Includes collections.

CLASS 5 – SF# 10230 - Horticulture and Plant Science - An exhibit that shows learning about the growth, use, and value of plants, soils, small fruit production, vegetable and flower gardens, plant nutrition, careers, etc. (Garden crops and herbs are exhibited in classes in the 4-H Horticulture Department under 4-H Livestock.)

CLASS 6 – SF# 10235 - Home Grounds Improvement – An exhibit that shows learning about landscape plans, selection of landscape plants, ornamental garden features, home yard improvement, storage sheds, careers, etc.

CLASS 7 – SF# 10240 - Outdoor Adventures – An exhibit that shows learning about backpacking, biking, camping, canoeing, fishing, hiking or other outdoor activities.

CLASS 8 – SF# 10250 - Safety and Education in Shooting Sports – An exhibit that shows learning about safe and responsible use of firearms and archery equipment or wildlife management. (The exhibit may not include actual firearms; archery equipment allowed if tips are removed from arrows.)

CLASS 9 – SF# 10260 - Other Agriculture and Natural Resources – An exhibit that shows learning about agriculture or natural resources and does not fit in any of the classes listed above.

CLASS 10 - Bucket of Flowers – Plant arrangement in a 5 gallon bucket. Entries may be made as an individual, a family, or a club. Planters will be used to decorate during the fair. Entries in this class are not eligible to advance to the Iowa State Fair.

CREATIVE ARTS

CLASS 11 – SF# 10310 – Music – An exhibit that shows learning about musical performance, composition and arrangements, instruments, musical styles or history.

CLASS 12 - SF# 10320 - Photography – An exhibit, either photo(s) or an educational display, that shows learning about photography from choosing a camera to modifying your photo. Still photos only, not video.

Photography Special Rules:
1. Photographs may be either black and white or color. They may be processed from negatives, slides, or digital cameras and computer manipulation programs. Photographs must have been taken since your county fair of the previous year.
2. Photographs should be a minimum of 4” x 6”. Finished size (including mounting/matting) of single photographs may not exceed 11” x 14”. Exception: Panoramic photos must not exceed 23” in length.
3. All photographs must be printed on photographic paper.
4. Mounted photos can be (a) flush-mounted [no board showing] on mounting board, or (b) with mount borders [window mat or flat mount directly on board]. Exhibitors may cut their own mounting boards, use ready-cut window mats or have matting done professionally.
   - 4-H’ers are responsible for design decisions such as border color and size. Framed photographs (including floating frames) will not be judged.
5. Non-mounted photos may be exhibited in a clear plastic covering.
6. A series is a group of photographs [3 to 5] that are related or tell a step-by-step story. Photographs must be mounted together in story order or sequence. Finished size of individual photographs in a series should not exceed 6” x 8”.
7. Digitally altered photos should include a copy of the photo before changes.
8. Subject matter of photographs must be in good taste and be appropriate for public display in a 4-H setting.
9. Photographs depicting unsafe practices or illegal activities will not be displayed.
10. Exhibitors are limited to ten entries in this class.
11. Photography exhibitors should use the Photo Exhibit Label to provide required information for photo exhibits.
12. Exhibitors entered in 4-H Photography are not eligible to exhibit in the FFA Photography show and vice-versa.

CLASS 13 – SF# 10325 – Digital Photography Exhibit - A photo or series of photos submitted electronically, not printed. Photos in this class will be submitted, viewed, evaluated and displayed electronically.

Digital Photography Exhibit Special Rules:
1. Photographs may be either black and white or color.
2. Photographs will not be printed.
3. Entries may be a single photo or a series of photos. A series is a group of photographs (3 to 5) that are related or tell a step-by-step story. Series photo entries must have all photos in the series viewable at the same time.
4. Photos entered should be submitted in the highest resolution possible. A finished file size of 1 MB—3MB is recommended.
5. Photos should be submitted in an acceptable and commonly used format for ease of viewing.
6. Subject matter of photographs must be in good taste and be appropriate for public display in a 4-H setting.
7. Photographs depicting unsafe practices or illegal activities will not be displayed.
8. Photography exhibitors should use the Photo Exhibit label to provide required information for photo exhibits. The Photo Exhibit label may be submitted electronically with the photo entry.
9. Photos entered in this class will be evaluated on the same evaluation criteria used for printed photographs.
10. Exhibitors entered in 4-H Photography are not eligible to exhibit in the FFA Photography show and vice-versa.

CLASS 14 – SF #10340 – Alternative/Creative Photography – A single photograph or photographic image that has been created with an alternative photographic process, or a photograph that was creatively edited or modified beyond reality in a creative, imaginative and experimental way to make it more interesting and visually engaging. Could be a composite of multiple overlapped photographs.

Alternative/Creative Photography Special Rules:
1. Photography/image must be mounted on a foam core no smaller than 4” x 4” and no larger than 10” x 10” in height and width. No matting and no framing is allowed, put your creativity into the photography.
2. Photograph/image can be created from film negative, digital negative, or digitally manipulated in computer.
3. Photography must be on photo paper, canvas or other flat material.
4. Exhibit must have Photo Exhibit Label on back with required information for photo exhibits. Include information about the processes used.
5. Subject matter must be in good taste and be appropriate for public display in a 4-H setting, photographs depicting unsafe practices or illegal activities will not be displayed.

CLASS 15 – SF# 10345 – Photography Idea/Educational Display – An exhibit that demonstrates learning about photography that does not fit into any previous photography class. This class includes photos printed on canvas, fabric, ceramic, etc. As part of an educational display showing learning about printing techniques, display, merchandising, etc.

CLASS 16 – SF# 10350 - Visual Arts – An exhibit that shows learning through original art, exploration of an art technique, or study of any other visual arts topic.

Visual Arts Special Rules:
1. Exhibits made from kits or preformed molds will not be accepted. Exception: Preformed molds (green ware, white ware may be used to provide the appropriate surface for a process technique or application of original design.
2. If the exhibit is a finished art object, the source or inspiration of the design, design sketches, or other process for creating the object and design must be included.
3. Original works of art must be a creative expression of a design unique to the artist, or represent a significant modification to an existing design to make a new and original statement by the artist.
4. Exhibition of derivative works created by a 4-H’er is prohibited without the written permission of the original copyright holder/owner. Use of copyrighted or trademarked designs, images, logos, or materials in 4-H visual arts exhibits is prohibited unless written permission has been obtained from the copyright or trademark holder/owner. For additional information, see 4-H Exhibit Copyright Information at http://www.extension.iastate.edu/4h/visual-art.

CLASS 17 - Craft Kits and Patterns - Articles made from kits or preformed molds will be accepted in this class. Exhibits made from patterns in general fit into this class. Note: Some traditional patterns (quilt patterns) where design decisions are evident fit into the Visual Arts Class Original Art. Entries in this class are not eligible to advance to the Iowa State Fair.
CLASS 18 – SF# 10410 - Child Development – An exhibit that shows learning about children. Examples: child care, growth and development, safety and health, children with special needs, and careers in child development.

CLASS 19 – SF# 10420 - Clothing and Fashion – Constructed/Sewn Garments & Accessories: A constructed garment or accessory (sewn, knitted, crocheted or other process) that shows learning about style, fashion, design, thrifty spending, wardrobe planning, types of fabrics and clothing care. Exhibits must be intended to be worn by humans.

CLASS 20 – SF# 10422 – Clothing and Fashion – Purchased Garments & Accessories: Purchased garments or accessories that shows learning about style, fashion, design, thrifty spending, wardrobe planning, types of fabrics, and clothing care. Exhibits must be intended to be worn by humans.

CLASS 21 – SF# 10424 – Clothing and Fashion – Other Ideas/Educational Exhibits: Any other educational exhibit that shows learning about clothing and fashion, including, but not limited to design illustrations, exploration of clothing styles, careers, clothing care, etc.

Clothing and Fashion Special Rule: Outfits or accessories which will be worn during the Awardrobe Clothing Event may not be entered as a 4-H Iowa State Fair exhibit.

CLASS 22 – SF# 10430 - Consumer Management – An exhibit that shows learning through savvy budgeting, comparison shopping, money management, and consumer rights and responsibilities.

CLASS 23 – SF# 10440 - Food & Nutrition – Prepared and Preserved Product: An exhibit of a prepared or preserved food product that shows skills or learning about cooking, baking, eating and choosing healthy foods, safety practices, or food and preservation through the making of a prepared or preserved food product. See Food & Nutrition Special Rules below and HS 76 “Food for Iowa 4-H Fairs – Quick Reference Guide” at https://store.extension.iastate.edu/product/6434 for additional information regarding prepared and preserved food products.

CLASS 24 – SF# 10445 – Food & Nutrition -- Educational Display – An educational exhibit (poster, report, display) that shows skills or learning about cooking, baking, eating and choosing healthy foods, safety practices, or food preservation. See Food & Nutrition Special Rules below and HS 76 “Food for Iowa 4-H Fairs – Quick Reference Guide” for additional information regarding prepared and preserved food products.

Food and Nutrition Special Rules:
1. Any exhibit considered to be a food safety risk or portray a food safety risk will not be accepted, judged or displayed.
2. All food products/exhibits should be appropriate for human consumption.
3. Food product exhibits must be prepared, baked or cooked using only food grade utensils and containers.
4. Products that require refrigeration will not be accepted, judged or displayed.
5. Meat jerky products are prohibited.
6. The recipe must be included for any prepared food exhibit; credit the source of the recipe.
7. Preserved foods must include the Food Preservation Exhibit Label. Only food processed after August 1, 2018 is acceptable. Current USDA and/or Iowa State University guidelines for home food preservation must be used.
8. Preserved food exhibits must include two product samples. One will be opened for evaluation and discarded; the second will be placed on display and returned to the exhibitor. All perishable food products will be discarded when removed from display.
9. Prepared foods should be placed on a firm disposable plate or flat cardboard. Place food product exhibit in an enclosable plastic bag with entry tag fastened outside the bag.
10. The use of alcoholic beverages in the preparation or production of 4-H food exhibits is NOT permitted.

CLASS 25 – SF# 10450 – Health – An exhibit that shows learning through food choices, safe activities and skills, such as first aid and CPR, careers and healthy lifestyle choices.

CLASS 26 – SF# 10460 – Home Improvement – An exhibit that shows learning in planning, improving and caring for your home living space, including extended personal living areas immediately adjacent to the home. Exhibits may include new or
refinished/reclaimed/restored items.

CLASS 27 – SF# 10407 – Sewing and Needle Arts – Constructed item – (sewn, knitted, crocheted, or other process) that shows learning and skill in sewing, knitting, crocheting or other needle arts. May include the construction of household items such as pillowcases, curtains, table runners, quilts, wall hangings, or other items. Exhibits in this class are not intended to be worn by humans.

CLASS 28 – SF# 10472 – Sewing and Needle Arts – Other Ideas/Educational Exhibits – Any other educational exhibit that shows learning about sewing and needle arts including but not limited to construction techniques, use and care of fabrics and fibers, design illustrations, decorative process, careers.

CLASS 29 – SF# 10480 – Other Family and Consumer Science – An exhibit that demonstrates learning about a family and consumer science topic that does not fit any previous Family and Consumer Science class listed.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

CLASS 30 – SF# 10510 – Citizenship and Civic Engagement – An exhibit that shows learning about or contributing to your community, your country or your world.

CLASS 31 – SF# 10520 – Communication – An exhibit that shows learning about written, oral and visual communication skills in their many forms.

CLASS 32 – SF# 10530 – 4-H Poster Communication Exhibit – Special poster exhibit to visually to tell a story or idea about 4-H to the general public. Exhibitors must use one of the following themes:

- 4-H is… (open to 4-H’ers interpretation)
- Join 4-H
- 4-H Grows… (4-H.org national marketing theme)
- 2019 Iowa 4-H Youth Conference theme – disclosed at a later date
- Nothing Compares to 4-H Moments (variation of Iowa State Fair theme)

Poster Communication Special Rules:
1. Only one poster per 4-H’er may be entered.
2. All posters must be designed on, or affixed to, standard poster board or foam core board – size minimum of 14” x 20” or maximum of 15” x 22”.
3. Posters may be vertical or horizontal. Posters may be any medium: watercolor, ink, crayon, acrylic, charcoal, oils, and collage.
4. Posters cannot be 3-dimensional. Materials used to make the poster may not extend more than 1/8” above the posters or foam core board.
5. Each poster must have the completed Poster Exhibit Entry Form attached to the back.
6. Posters cannot use copyrighted material or exact copies of other promotional designs, such as the Iowa 4-H Youth Conference theme logo.
7. 4-H’ers may include the 4-H clover in the poster.

CLASS 33 – SF# 10540 – Digital Storytelling – An exhibit that demonstrates the application of technology to produce a creative movie/film/video. Exhibits may include a finished movie or video, creation of a detailed storyboard, editing techniques using digital video software, production techniques or other display to share what was learned. Copyright permission must be obtained for any non-original material included as part of a film/movie/video.

CLASS 34 – SF# 10550 – Leadership – An exhibit that shows learning about leadership skills and influencing others in a positive way.

CLASS 35 – SF# 10560 – Self Determined – An exhibit that shows learning as part of your 4-H adventure and does not fit any other class.

SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
CLASS 36 – SF# 10610 – Mechanics – Any exhibit that shows skills or learning about general mechanics or engineering solutions or that involve a combination of skills

CLASS 37 – SF# 10612 – Automotive -- Repaired or restored vehicle (Note: vehicles will be on display at the Iowa State Fair one day only)

CLASS 38 – SF# 10614 – Electric -- Constructed or repaired article or educational display that shows skills or learning about electric wiring, appliances, lighting, electrical energy sources, safety, etc.

CLASS 39 – SF# 10615 – Small Engine -- Repaired or restored operating engine or educational display or other type exhibit that shows skills or learning about small engines. This class includes repaired or restored lawn tractors, small motorcycles, go-karts, etc.

CLASS 40 -- SF# 10616 – Tractor -- Repaired or restored tractor

CLASS 41 – SF# 10618 – Welding -- Constructed item or educational display that shows skills or learning about welding.

CLASS 42 – SF# 10620 – Woodworking – Any exhibit that shows learning about wood, woodworking techniques, and safe uses of woodworking tools and machines. Exhibits may include newly constructed or refinished/reclaimed/restored wood items.

CLASS 43 – SF# 10630 – Science, Engineering & Technology – Any exhibit that shows learning about or helps explain how science and technology help us interact with the world. Topics include aerospace, biological and chemical sciences, computers & networking, earth & climate, geospatial mapping (GPS/GIS), robotics, or any other application of Science, Engineering or Technology.

COMMUNICATIONS

Purpose: The Communication program provides opportunities for 4-H youth to develop their personal communication skills by sharing talents, knowledge or information with others. The events provide a series of developmental experiences for all age levels.

Communications – Rules and Regulations
1. 4-H’ers who have completed 5th through 12th grade (or that equivalent) in 2019 are eligible to participate at the Iowa State Fair. 4-H’ers who have completed 4th through 12 grade (or that equivalent) in 2019 are eligible to participate at the Lucas County Clothing and Communications judging at the fair. EXCEPTION: Share-the-Fun and Extemporaneous speaking -see class rules for age guidelines.
2. Educational Presentations and Working Exhibits may be given by one or more 4-H’ers. Teams consisting of youth of mixed grades will be entered in the class of the member in the highest grade level (i.e. a team with a 5th grader and an 8th grader must be entered in the Intermediate/Senior class)
3. Topics selected by the 4-H’er(s) should be an outgrowth of his/her 4-H experience(s). Topics should be appropriate for presentation to a general audience.
4. Participants in the 4-H Communications are expected to wear appropriate clothing representative of the 4-H Youth Program and/or the topic of the presentation.
5. 4-H’ers must use sanitary and safe procedures and methods at all times. Educational Presentations and Working Exhibits involving food must follow established food safety guidelines.
6. All participants are expected to comply with all copyright/trademark regulations. Copyrighted material may not be distributed without permission.

EDUCATIONAL PRESENTATIONS

Purpose: Provide an opportunity for 4-H’ers to demonstrate communications skills by presenting knowledge, information, or a process to an audience in order to gain a desired response from an audience.

Educational Presentation Rules:
1. Time limit: Junior Presentations (4th - 6th grade) must not exceed 15 minutes. Intermediate/Senior Presentations (7th – 12th grade) must not exceed 20 minutes. Presenters will be verbally told to “STOP” when they exceed the time limit.
2. Participants must turn in a completed Educational Presentation Report form during event check in.
3. 4-H’ers may participate in one Educational Presentation per year at the Iowa State Fair.
4. Presentation content must be the original work of the presenter(s). Extensive paraphrasing from other sources is prohibited. Use of brief quotations or excerpts of from other work(s) is permitted provided the source is identified.

CLASS 44 – SF# 11100 – Educational Presentation

**WORKING EXHIBIT**

**Purpose:** Provide an opportunity for 4-H’ers to communicate, interact with, and teach an audience in an informal and experiential way.

**Working Exhibit Rules:**
1. Time limit: Junior Working Exhibits (4th – 6th grade) will be scheduled for a 25 minute period. Intermediate/Senior Working Exhibits (7th – 12th grade) will be scheduled for a 45 minute period.
2. Participants must turn in a completed Working Exhibit Report when checking in.
3. 4-H’ers may participate in one Working Exhibit per year at the Iowa State Fair.

CLASS 45 – SF# 11200 – Working Exhibit

**SHARE THE FUN**

**Purpose:** Provide an opportunity for 4-H’ers to share their skills and talents before an audience purely for the sake of enjoyment.

**Share the Fun Rules:**
1. Eligibility: 4-H’ers who have completed 4th–12th grade (or that equivalent) for Lucas County Fair, 5th – 12th grade (or that equivalent) for the Iowa State Fair. Exception: If the Share the Fun act involves a whole club, the following criteria must be applied to determine if the club can be entered in the Share the Fun Program at the Iowa State Fair;
   - At least 80 percent of the performing group must have completed 5th through 12th grade in 2019.
2. Share the Fun performances must not exceed eight minutes in length.
3. Skits, songs, stunts, short one-act plays, dance and other entertainment will be acceptable. All performances must be appropriate for presentation to a general audience.

CLASS 46 – SF# 11300 – Share-the-Fun Program

**4-H EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING**

**Purpose:** Encourage the development of the communication skills by providing an opportunity to think, organize thoughts, prepare a speech, and respond to questions when given a limited amount of preparation time.

**Extemporaneous Speaking Special Rules:**
1. Participants must be senior 4-H’ers – completed 9th through 12th grade (or that equivalent) in 2019.
2. Each county may send a maximum of two entries to the Iowa State Fair; individuals may participate once per year at the Iowa State Fair.
3. Program format:
   A. Thirty minutes before the program, each participant will draw 3 of the available topics, selecting one to speak on.
   - The selected topic will not be available to other participants in the speaker’s assigned room. The general nature of the topics will relate to 4-H. The other two topics drawn but not chosen will be returned to the available topics for the other participants.
   B. A preparation room is to be used with one participant per speaking site admitted initially and one additional participant per speaking site admitted each 15 minutes as the program progresses. A participant may not leave the preparation room until it is
time to speak, nor may a participant receive help from a parent, leader, other adult, or any other youth. A program official will assist participants with the time requirements.

C. All reference material will be screened on the following basis:
   o Participant may bring his/her own books, magazines, or newspaper clippings for reference during the thirty minutes of preparation.
   o Reference material must be printed material such as books or magazines (cannot be notes, outlines, or speeches prepared by the participant or by another person for use in this program).
   o Some relevant reference material will be available in the preparation room. This material will consist of historical material related to the 4-H program.

D. Each speech shall be the result of the 4-H'ers own efforts using approved reference material that a participant may bring to the preparation room. No other assistance may be provided. Plain note cards will be provided for each participant in the preparation room. If notes are used, the note cards provided must be used in delivering the speech.

E. Only notes made during the preparation period may be used.

F. Each speech shall not be less than four but no more than six minutes with 5 minutes additional time allowed for related questions, which shall be asked by the judge. The participant will be shown time cards in an ascending order (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) by the timekeeper. “Stop” will be said at 6 minutes.

G. Participants are not permitted to use any props, gadgets, posters, or audiovisuals of any sort. A podium will not be available.

4. Speeches will be evaluated using the following criteria:
   a. Content related to topic
   b. Knowledge of the subject
   c. Organization of material
   d. Power of expression
   e. Voice
   f. Stage presence
   g. General affect
   h. Response to questions

5. A judge’s critique/conference with each participant will be included as a part of the program.

CLASS 47 – SF# 11400 – Extemporaneous Speaking

POSTER COMMUNICATIONS

Purpose: Provide an opportunity for 4-H’ers to communicate with and tell a story or idea visually about 4-H to the general public using non-verbal form of communication on a poster.

- 4-H is... (open to 4-H’ers interpretation)
- Join 4-H
- 4-H Grows... (4-H.org national marketing theme)
- 2019 Iowa 4-H Youth Conference theme – disclosed at a later date
- Nothing Compares to 4-H Moments (variation of Iowa State Fair theme)

Poster Communication Special Rules:
1. Only one poster per 4-H’er may be entered.
2. All posters must be designed on, or affixed to, standard poster board or foam core board – size minimum of 14” x 20” or maximum of 15” x 22”.
3. Posters may be vertical or horizontal. Posters may be any medium: watercolor, ink, crayon, acrylic, charcoal, oils, and collage.
4. Posters cannot be 3-dimensional. Materials used to make the poster may not extend more than 1/8” above the posters or foam core board.
5. Each poster must have the completed Poster Exhibit Entry Form attached to the back.
6. Posters cannot use copyrighted material or exact copies of other promotional designs, such as the Iowa 4-H Youth Conference theme logo.
7. 4-H’ers may include the 4-H clover in the poster.

CLASS 32 – 4-H POSTER COMMUNICATION EXHIBIT
CLOTHING EVENT

General Overview:

4-H’ers that have completed 4th-12th grades (or the equivalent of) are eligible to compete in the Lucas County Fair.

To compete in the Iowa State Fair Awardrobe Clothing Event:

1) To participate in the Awardrobe Clothing Event, each youth may only participate in the 4-H Awardrobe Clothing Event with one entry in one class per year. However, participants may be selected to participate multiple years for any given class, even if they participated in that class in previous years.

2) Iowa State Fair rules: Each county may send the following number of participants to represent their county, selected from each of the county’s events:
   a) Four Fashion Revue participants with no more than two (2) participants from any one category (female, male, minority)
   b) Three $15.00 Challenge participants (one female, one male, one minority)
   c) Three Clothing Selection participants (one female, one male, one minority)

3) Participants must be in the 4-H senior designated level (grades 9-12).

4) Outfits or accessories which will be worn during the State 4-H Awardrobe Clothing Event may not be entered as another 4-H Iowa State Fair exhibit.

5) Participants must bring the garment or outfit they purchased or created, and accessories, to the State 4-H Awardrobe Clothing Event.

6) A $30 registration fee is required for each participant entry. Counties will be billed following the Iowa State Fair. Participant will be required to pay this fee if they do not compete after the entry has been made by the office.

7) All participants must participate in all Awardrobe Clothing Event activities at the times scheduled for their county unless the 4-H’er is involved in another Iowa State Fair 4-H activity at the same time with a non-flexible schedule, with pre-approval.

CLASS 48 - FASHION REVUE

Purpose: to encourage the sewing of a personal garment or outfit. Garments do not have to be perfect to advance.

1) Consideration is given to fit, color, style, suitability, attractiveness, quality of construction, stage presentation and required care.

2) Youth participants will model a garment or outfit they constructed, hand-knitted, machine-knitted, or crocheted during the current 4-H year.

3) A garment or outfit consists of one to three pieces such as, but not limited to, party clothes, tailored suits, vest, slacks, shirt, skirt, active sportswear and/or coats.

4) Blouses, shirts, and sweaters are usually considered as garments. If they are used to complete an outfit, they may be constructed or selected.

5) All other accessories and undergarments may be constructed or selected.

6) Appropriateness of an outfit or garment will only be considered in terms of fit.

CLASS 49 – THE $15 CHALLENGE

1) This category is designed to expand the 4-H’ers shopping experience shopping venues emphasizing recycling, reducing and reusing. Outfits must be purchased at a garage sale, consignment store, Goodwill, Salvation Army, or similar place.

2) Online venues are allowed, must be second-hand in nature. Shipping and handling is not included in the total calculations.

3) Traditional shopping venues may not be used, regardless of a low regular or sale price. Hand-me-downs or clothing as gifts do not qualify, but may be entered in Clothing Selection if 4-H’er selected the items to meet a specific purpose/goal.
4) Fifteen dollars is the purchase price limit including tax. However, some second hand stores and venues do not typically charge sales tax.

5) Receipt(s) for every item included as part of the calculated total must be submitted with the entry. A garage sale receipt can be a piece of paper with the name of the location such as “Jane Doe garage sale”, date, amount paid, and signature of person selling at the garage sale. If the outfit was free at the garage sale, “free” can be listed on the report form and on the receipt. Failure to provide receipts will result in a reduced evaluation. The receipt must accompany the completed Clothing Event form.

6) An outfit consists of major clothing pieces such as a shirt and pants or a dress. Shoes, undergarments and accessories are not included in the $15 purchase price limit.

7) Alterations are permitted to achieve a desired look or fit.

8) There are no additional considerations for an outfit that cost less than $15.

9) The outfit pieces should be purchased to meet the 4-H’ers’ goal or intended use for the purchased outfit, and the 4-H’er should have had an experience in choosing shopping alternatives, evaluating fit, quality and construction features, price and cost comparison.

CLASS 50 – CLOTHING SELECTION

Purpose: To select and/or purchase an outfit that represents the 4-H’er’s goal or intended use for the selected outfit.

1) Judging is based on fit, color, style, suitability, attractiveness, quality and construction features, stage presence, required care and cost comparison.

2) There is no consideration in the judging on the amount spent, only in the process of recordkeeping and reflection on the cost of the individual items as part of the process.

3) Outfits may be purchased at a department store, boutique, online store, sidewalk sales, retail shops or mall stores. Outfits may also be purchased at garage sales or other second hand venues with a total price of over $25. Outfits may be gifts, hand-me-downs, relative or friend’s modern or vintage clothing, or existing personal clothing, as long as the 4-H’er actually selected the item as part of this specific outfit for the stated purchase.

4) Home-sewn clothing that was not sewn specifically for the participant are acceptable, such as purchases from a used clothing store.

LIVESTOCK GENERAL RULES

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

1) Should general and special rules conflict, the latter will govern. Exhibitors failing to comply with any of the rules are subject to all premium cancellations, disqualification from future participation in the Lucas County Fair. Interpretation of rules, when necessary, shall be the responsibility of the Superintendent and the Lucas County Extension Council.

2) ALL ANIMALS, except dogs, pets and horses, WILL BE MANDATED TO ATTEND A DESIGNATED LUCAS COUNTY WEIGH IN OR IDENTIFICATION DAY. ANIMALS NOT IN ATTENDANCE WILL NOT BE ELIGIBLE TO SHOW AT THE LUCAS COUNTY FAIR

3) All animal projects exhibited by 4-H and FFA members must be identified by the designated deadline. 4-H animal exhibits will be identified using 4-H online. FFA animal’s exhibits will be identified using a paper identification form with one copy submitted to the Lucas County Extension Office and a second copy submitted to the FFA Advisor.

4) All 4-H/FFA livestock must meet ownership/possession identifications and requirements outlined in 4-H 202. Joint member entries will not be accepted with the exception of horses and dogs as outlined in 4-H 202. Animals may NOT be identified as both a 4-H and FFA project.

4) ALL specified animals must attend the Lucas County Weigh-in for that species. NO EXCEPTIONS.

5) “Exhibitor” refers to 4-H and FFA members when mentioned here on out.

6) The responsibility for making proper entry rests upon the exhibitor, this is true for the Lucas County Fair and the Iowa State Fair.

7) No member will be eligible to show at the Lucas County Fair who does not take entire charge of the project in the show ring except in case of illness, two or more animals are exhibited in the same class, or for some reason approved by the
Superintendent/Lucas County Extension Council. The substitute showman used must be a 4-H member in Lucas County. Any exhibitor with a diagnosed disability is entitled to assistance in the show ring. Assistance may be rendered by another exhibitor. This show is an educational event. It is designed to train 4-H members to properly fit their animals and exhibit his or her animal without aid.

8) All animals must be sufficiently trained to provide safe and adequate exhibition. Any animal that becomes wild or uncontrollable causing a safety concern during the fair or workout/practice may be declared ineligible to show by the superintendents and/or Lucas County Extension Council.

9) Any attempt to misrepresent an animal in any way will be considered fraud and deception, and can result in disqualification and barring from the Lucas County Fair. In addition, any exhibiting family whose animals are found suspect of using illegal drugs or barring for any other reason will be barred indefinitely from showing at the Lucas County Fair.

10) TAMPERING AND/OR MISREPRESENTATION as to breeding, age, ownership and any other irregularity in showing will be considered fraud and deception.

11) Exhibitors must furnish their own feed. Check with superintendents for current rules on bedding. Exhibitors will be required to keep their feed, hay, straw, equipment, etc., in the appropriate location(s) for each specific barn, based on availability. The public alleyways must at all times be kept open and free from litter, equipment, feed, etc. Stalls, pens and alleyways must be cleaned and refuse deposited where instructed by the Superintendent/Fair Board.

12) 4-H members are required to wear an official Lucas County 4-H T-shirt and jeans (without holes) when exhibiting and during the livestock sale. 4-H T-shirts must be purchased from an approved vendor. FFA members are required to wear an official FFA T-shirt with a FFA emblem and jeans (without holes) when exhibiting and during the livestock sale. All shirts are to be tucked in. Shirts are not to be altered in any way, must have sleeves, and cannot be rolled up. The only exception to this rule is the Horse Show. No hats are to be worn while showing, except during the horse show. This includes all rabbit, pet, poultry, dog, beef, sheep and swine exhibitors and Clover Sprout Buddies. Penalty for not following the dress code is a verbal warning followed by expulsion on a second violation.

13) Blocking chutes will not be allowed in the livestock barns.

14) No one will be allowed in the show ring except exhibitors, the judge, ring crew, clerk, County Committee members, and County Extension personnel.

15) Each exhibitor with market animals: beef, market goats, sheep and swine, will complete an Iowa 4-H Animal Care and Management Disclosure Statement and submit it at weigh in during the Lucas County Fair.

16) Any animal showing evidence of contagious diseases will be unable to be shown. Disqualified animals must be removed from the barn and Fair Grounds immediately. Any animal found to have external parasites, will be disqualified and exhibitor must remove it from the premises immediately.

17) Exhibitors are expected to care for their animals in an acceptable manner. Any abusive care including slapping or excessive modification of animal will be grounds for disqualification at the discretion of show officials, including superintendents and Lucas County Extension Council.

18) Necessary changes announced prior to or during the Lucas County Fair will supersede information in this Fair Book.

19) All livestock state health exhibit regulations will be strictly enforced as listed for various livestock in the front section of this premium book.

20) The number of animals allowed to be sold at the Livestock Auction will be as follows: Individual Market Beef (1 animal); Swine (3 hogs); Sheep (3 lambs); Meat Goat (3 goats); Market Rabbit (3 rabbits); Poultry (3 chickens or ducks); Champion Carcass and Champion Performance Carcass Beef, Champion Ultrasound Carcass Beef, Champion Ultrasound Carcass and Champion Ultrasound Performance Lamb, and Champion Ultrasound Carcass and Champion Ultrasound Performance Hog. Only animals exhibited at the fair can be sold.

**ALL ANIMALS OFFERED FOR SALE ARE TERMINATED AS 4-H AND FFA PROJECTS, EXCEPT IN THE CASE OF POULTRY AND RABBITS, AS LONG AS THE BUYER DOES NOT TAKE POSSESSION OF THESE ANIMAL(S)**

4-H and FFA exhibitor’s that have livestock eligible for the sale will sell by the pound. If the exhibitor (seller) is selling by the pound, the ownership of the animal(s) will become that of the buyer. The buyer will then have the option to retain possession of the animal(s) or send the animal(s) to the packer. All animals offered for sale are terminated as 4-H and FFA projects.
21) All market animals will be weighed on the day of entry.
22) Any male animals found to be sexually intact will be sent home immediately from the fair and ineligible to show. This rule pertains to cattle, sheep, swine and goats. Bucket calves and calves in the cow/calf project area are excluded from the rule.
23) A 5% limit on weight gain will be built in for animals going through the sale.
24) All species will be allowed to be weighed only 1 time after the scales officially open. There will be no pre-weighs or re-weighs.
25) Beef and dairy cattle animals with horns should be capped.
26) All exhibitors MUST show their own animals for showmanship.
27) All barns and exhibit stalls must be cleaned thoroughly before the exhibitors leave the grounds on the final day of the fair. This includes cleaning the stalls, cleaning the alleyway, and manure hauled to designated area. Failure to comply will result in loss of premium money. Stalls will be checked at the Lucas County Fair Association meeting.
28) All livestock entries must be in place Sunday, July 21, 2019. Livestock returning home will be released Thursday, July 25 at 6:00 AM.
29) All animals, where a division is available, must show in their respective divisions.
30) Registered papered animals must be in the name of the exhibitor, family farm, parents, grandparents, brothers or sisters, with the exception of horses which shall be as specified on form 4-H 106 (Horse & Pony Identification form).
31) Cattle are only to be exercised in the exercise pen and indoor show ring; exceptions to be bucket calves, sheep and goats. This is for safety purposes.
32) All exhibitors must be YQCA certified to exhibit beef, swine, sheep, dairy (both dairy cattle and dairy goat), meat goat, rabbit, and poultry at the County Fair.
33) No rope or halogen lights will be permitted in the livestock barns for insurance reasons and for the safety of the barns, livestock and exhibitors.
34) To maintain a high degree of confidence and integrity in the livestock shows, the Lucas County Extension Council reserves the right to disqualify any animal fitted in an unethical manner and disqualify the exhibitor and exhibitor’s assistants who fitted the animal involved.
   a) Unethical fitting shall include any cutting or tearing of the hide, cutting or tearing underneath the hide or removal of tissue in any attempt to alter the shape or appearance. It shall also include attempts to disrupt or change normal dental development; dyeing or coloring of hair; adding artificial tailheads, switches, polls, hair and heels; as well as any attempt to change the conformation and degree of firmness by administration of fluids internally or externally in a liquid or solid state. Transparent grooming materials only may be used.
   b) Any artificial means of removing or remediing physical defects or conformation in exhibition animals (i.e. lifting or filling under the skin) will be considered fraud and deception. No unnatural means of providing animal feed, water or other fluids (i.e. stomach pump, IV) will be allowed. All exhibitors whose animals give evidence of such treatment will be barred indefinitely from exhibiting at the Lucas County Fair. All exhibitors, their immediate family and any other parties involved in the unethical fitting and showing of an animal will be barred from exhibiting at the Lucas County Fair and will forfeit all premiums, prize monies and awards won in any division.
35) All fees for tags and nominations MUST be paid at the time of identification at each species weigh-in or identification date. No charging will be allowed. If fees are not paid, animals will not be identified and nominations will not be sent to the appropriate entities. Animals will not be eligible to show at the fair. NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADE

HEALTH REQUIREMENTS FOR EXHIBITION OF LIVESTOCK, POULTRY, AND BIRDS AT A COUNTY 4-H/FFA FAIR

Official Veterinarian: Dr. Richard L. Runyon- THE DECISION OF THE OFFICIAL SHOW VETERINARIAN WILL BE FINAL.

No individual Certificate of Veterinary Inspection will be required on Iowa origin animals or poultry exhibited at a County 4-H/FFA fair, but the animals must be inspected when unloaded or shortly thereafter by an accredited veterinarian. All animals moving from out of state into an Iowa county 4-H/FFA fair must meet Iowa Animal and Livestock Importation requirements. Each show must have an official veterinarian.

Quarantined animals or animals from quarantined herds cannot be exhibited.
NOTE: Any evidence of Warts, Ringworm, Foot rot, Pink Eye, Draining Abscesses, or any other contagious or infectious condition will eliminate the animal from the show.

SWINE: Exhibitors at county fairs do not require a Certificate of Veterinary Inspection, must sign and present an owner affidavit that the animals being exhibited did not originate from a quarantined herd and to the best of their knowledge, swine dysentery has not been in evidence in their herd for the past 12 months.

All swine exhibited must be accompanied by a record of a negative pseudorabies test, the test having been performed within 30 days prior to show, for swine originating from a Stage 4 or lower status county, subject to 64.35(2). No pseudorabies testing is required for swine originating from a Stage 5 county (Iowa is Stage 5).

SHEEP and GOATS: All sexually intact sheep must have an individual Scrapie Flock of Origin identification tag. All sexually intact goats must be identified with an individual Scrapie Flock of Origin identification tag or by an official tattoo registered with USDA (to register, call 1-866-USDA-TAG; 1-866-873-2824).

POULTRY AND BIRDS: All poultry exhibited must come from U.S. Pullorum-Typhoid clean or equivalent flocks, or have had a negative Pullorum-Typhoid Test within 90 days of public exhibition and the test must have been performed by an authorized tester.

Please note: Poultry purchased from a hatchery and raised for exhibition are not exempt from Pullorum-Typhoid testing requirements.

However, “Market Classes” of poultry consigned to a slaughter establishment are exempt from the Salmonella testing requirements. “Market Classes” of poultry must be separated from all other poultry by a distance of ten or more feet and/or an eight-foot high solid partition.

DOGS AND CATS: All dogs and cats exhibited must have a current Rabies vaccination certificate.

**Herdsmanship Rules**

1) All 4-H clubs and FFA chapters with entries in the following departments will compete for a Herdsmanship Award: Beef, Dairy Cow, Swine, Sheep, Goat, Rabbit and Poultry
2) The Lucas County Extension Council designees, according to the following criteria, will do judging periodically.
   a) Cleanliness of alleys and stalls or pens. Bedding adequate, dry, clean and in place. Animals securely tied or penned. Feed boxes in front of animals only at designated feeding times: feeding pans removed by 9:00 am and evening feed time from 5:00-8:00pm. All other areas used in addition to used stalls must be kept clean. Manure hauled out and deposited at the north end of the barns. Alleys swept clean, free of dust and straw. Trash not in alleys and stalls or pens. – 30 points
   b) Arrangement of exhibits. All tack should be stored in a neat and orderly fashion. Feed boxes and gear in area provided. Ribbons should be displayed – 20 points
   c) Appearance of animals. Animals clean and brushed. Animals in stall except to groom, wash, show, and exercise. – 10 points
   d) Stall cards should be readable from alley, neatly arranged, clean and complete. – 5 points

**INDIVIDUAL MARKET BEEF**

Judging - Wednesday, July 25 – Following conclusion of Breeding Beef Show and 1 Hour Break
Superintendents – Dan Reynolds, Matt Evans

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.
2) Each animal entered must be identified through 4honline or FFA by paper entry.
3) Animals exhibited in the Beef Department must be housed in stalls designated by the Superintendents.
4) Painting, dyeing and use of color agents on beef animals will not be allowed. Beef projects, which show evidence of this, will not be permitted into the show ring. If a color or coloring agent rubs off an animal rubbed with either a towel or hand, that animal will be disqualified. Exhibitors can use colored grooming aids on hooves only. All division champions may be wiped with a towel to check for color or coloring agents prior to entering the show ring for the championship drive.

5) No artificial aids such as tail head or tail fins will be permitted. No artificial tails/switches will be permitted.

6) Each exhibitor may be accompanied by one person in the check-in area. This person MUST be an immediate family member or a current Iowa 4-H’er. However, the exhibitor is solely responsible for all grooming of the animal from the time they enter the check-in area to the time they exit the ring.

7) After a class has been placed in the show ring, officials reserve the right to re-inspect animals for color or sharp practices. If such is found, the animal will be barred from further championship competition and forfeit all premium money.

8) All beef animals must be on a halter at all times. Absolutely no loose beef animals will be allowed.

9) Health requirements - check regulations in under General Livestock rules.

10) Entries are open to any breed fed for market.

11) Market beef animals must have been enrolled as a project, weighed and individually tagged, according to the rules, at the designated weigh-in. Members are limited to 4 entries in this department. (3 Market Steers and 1 Market Heifer) If a calf’s age is questioned, an official vet will mouth and determine eligibility.

- Positive identification is required on all market beef. All market beef must be weighed and double-tagged at a designated Lucas County 4-H Beef Weigh-In site. Any evidence of tampering with the official 4-H will be scrutinized. In addition, all market beef must have been identified through the 4honline program or FFA paperwork by January 1. Steers planning on showing at the Iowa State Fair or AkSarBen must have retinal images collected and the correct breed identified at this weigh-in.

12) All market beef will be weighed and checked for appropriate county identification. Any which do not correspond with the 4honline information will not be accepted. Any evidence of tampering with the official 4-H/FFA tag (or other identification required by Lucas County) will be scrutinized.

PLEASE NOTE: If your animal loses an identification tag, you must contact the Lucas County Extension Office immediately for a replacement. An official Lucas County Extension Council member or a superintendent will re-tag that animal. If both tags are missing at the same time, the animal is ineligible to show. NO EXCEPTIONS will be made.

13) All market beef are subject to mouthing. Any market beef having the permanent central incisor teeth up in wear are not eligible to show. Such animals are considered as having reached an age beyond that consistent with the intent and purposes of this show.

14) No reweighs at check-in scales will be made.

15) A weigh back system will be implemented. There will be a 5% allowance for weight gain from the actual fair weight. Any animal outside of the allowance will be disqualified. All market beef animals are subject to be selected. The Supremes, Reserve Supremes, Champion & Reserve Champion Home-raised Heifer, Champion & Reserve Champion Home-raised Steer, Champion & Reserve Champion Market Heifer, Grand and Reserve Grand Champion Market Beef, Champion & Reserve Champion Rate of Gain, Champion & Reserve Champion Ultrasound classes, Champion & Reserve Champion of the No Clip/No Fit will automatically be re-weighed following the placement of their respective classes. If an animal is disqualified, all placings will move up accordingly.

16) Heifers of any breed fed for market will be shown in Class 112. First and second place market heifers will receive Champion and Reserve Champion Market Heifer. Market heifers are included in the 4 entries limited in this department.

17) Market steer classes will be divided into 3 weight divisions: lightweight, medium weight, & heavyweight.

18) A member may exhibit 1 calf in the carcass contest (Class 196). No live show will be held. This calf does not count against the member’s limit of 4 entries in the Market Beef Division. Two awards will be given. One award will be given for carcass quality (best quality and lean characteristics) and the other award will be given for best performance carcass award (includes carcass quality and lean product per day on test). Carcass entries will not be eligible for the beef rate of gain trophy. Exhibitors are responsible for their own carcasses.

19) First and second place in each market steer division (Heavy Weight, Medium Weight and Light Weight) and Grand and Reserve Champion Market Heifer will compete in the purple ribbon group for selection of Grand and Reserve Champion Individual Market Beef of the show.

20) The top placing Home Raised calf from each market class will compete for Champion Home Raised. Market beef projects born and raised by the immediate 4-H or FFA family (4-H’ers, parents, family farm, grandparents, brothers, or sisters) are eligible to compete. The 4-H or FFA member or immediate family must own the dam of the project.

21) There are no weight restrictions in this show, but to be successful, your animal should reach an acceptable weight. Most market beef are marketed in Iowa in a range of 1100-1350 pounds.

22) Champion Carcass and Champion Performance Carcass are eligible to be sold at the auction. The exhibitor of the Champion Carcass or Champion Performance Carcass may also sell 1 individual market beef as stated in general livestock rules.
23) Animals shown in the live, ultrasound carcass competition will be eligible to show in either Class 112 or Class 118. The entry will not be able to be sold in addition to another Market Beef. The 4-H'er will pay half of the ultrasound cost and Lucas County Cattlemen will pay the rest.

24) All market beef must be weighed by 8:00 PM on Sunday, July 21.

25) All market beef planning on going through the sale must be nominated no later than 1 hour after the grand champion market beef is declared. NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADE

26) All beef sent to Tyson after sale will be judged and ranked by Retail Value per Day on Feed.

27) Calves are to be exercised/walked in the “catch” pen north of the barns. Calves may NOT be turned loose in this pen for the safety of other projects and members.

28) Minimum weight for beef to be eligible to sell through the sale is 1000 lbs. Anything below this weight will need to return home with the exhibitor.

29) Each calf must designate which class it will be showing in on the entry form due on July 1, 2019; i.e.: class number. No switching of classes will be allowed after designation is made on the entry form.

New in 2019

Rules for the No Clip/No Fit Classes
1) No evidence of clipping or torching hair on any parts of the body will be allowed.
2) No evidence of adhesive
3) Hair must be groomed in the direction of the natural follicle growth

CLASS 112 Market Heifer - (if more than 10 entries, class will be divided by weight)

***CLASS 113 Market Heifer- No Clip/No Fit Class

CLASS 118 Market Steers - (Divided by weight in classes of approximately 6 head each.)

***CLASS 119 Market Steers- No Clip/No Fit Class

CLASS 195 Live Carcass Evaluation (ultrasound reading)

BUCKET CALF CLASS

Show (Including Interviews & Recognition and Awards) – Wednesday, July 24 at 8:00 AM
Show to begin at 9:30 am in the show arena

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

CLASS 101 Junior Bucket Calf–Youth who have completed 4th–8th grade
CLASS 106 Intermediate/Senior Bucket Calf–Youth who have completed 9th–12th grade

1) Positive identification is required on all bucket calves.
2) Any newborn or orphan calf, male or female, dairy or beef, calved between February 1 and May 15 of the current year. Calf must be in the primary care of the exhibitor within two weeks of birth. Bucket calves must also be identified (as specified in Livestock General Rules, page 23) by May 15 and have visual identification – an ear tag or tattoo.
3) Calf must be bucket or bottle-fed.
4) An exhibitor may identify 3 bucket calves. An exhibitor can show 1 bucket calf.
5) Bucket Calf judging, interviews and awards will be held on Wednesday, July 24.

Judging:
1. Exhibitors will be interviewed in a designated place. The ribbon selection and awards will be based on this interview and the information on the bucket calf information form completed by each exhibitor. (Forms must be turned into the Extension Office one week prior to the fair.)
2. Exhibitors may choose to make a poster or photo series explaining the project and what they learned. This could be displayed at the calf’s pen in the arena to help in the interview.
3. Exhibitors will experience their own show, by holding the interviews in the show arena followed by recognition and announcement of results the same day. Exhibitors will receive their ribbons the same day as the interview.

4. Bucket calves will not be eligible for auction. Exhibitors may keep the calf for a 4-H project in the following year or sell at private treaty.

**BUCKET CALF PLUS ONE CLASS**

*Show – following beef heifer show on July 25*

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

**CLASS 110 – Bucket Calf plus One – Market Beef**
**CLASS 208 – Bucket Calf plus One – Breeding Beef**

**BUCKET CALF EXHIBITORS ENTERED IN CLASSES 101 AND 106 THAT ARE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN THIS CLASS NEXT YEAR MUST NOMINATE CALVES AT THE 2018 FAIR TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE 2019 FAIR.**

1) Exhibitors in this class must nominate a bucket calf at the current year’s fair to participate in the following year’s fair. The Superintendent will tag the bucket calf during the fair with a 4-H tag to be eligible the following year.
2) Positive identification is required for all Bucket Calf Plus One animals. Any evidence of tampering with the official 4-H tag will be scrutinized.
3) Bucket Calf Plus One calves to be in the market beef show must attend the county beef weigh-in to be weighed and identified with double tags.
4) Bucket Calf plus One calves to be in the breeding beef show must attend the Breeding Beef/Heifer identification date as set by the Lucas County Extension Council and be tagged with double tags.
5) Exhibitors will participate in an interview with the bucket calf judge on Wednesday of the fair. Interview scores are worth 60% of the total score. Exhibitors will present their animals in the ring to the Beef judge on Wednesday of the fair for a live evaluation. Live evaluation scores are worth 40% of the total score. Based on the total score, a Champion and Reserve Champion Bucket Calf plus One animal will be awarded. No premium money will be paid, as this is a recognition event.
6) All Bucket Calf Plus One exhibitors are encouraged to show their project in the regular beef show either as a market beef animal or a breeding beef animal in their respective weight or breed class. Any ribbons received in this portion of the show will earn premiums.
7) Only Bucket Calf plus One animals shown as part of a weight division in the regular Market Beef show are eligible for the livestock sale.
8) Calves are to be exercised/walked in the “catch” pen north of the barns. Calves may NOT be turned loose in this pen for the safety of other projects and members.

**PLEASE NOTE:** If your animal loses an identification tag, you must contact the Lucas County Extension Office immediately for a replacement. An official Lucas County Extension Council member or a superintendent will re-tag that animal. If both tags are missing at the same time, the animal is ineligible to show. **NO EXCEPTIONS will be made.**

**BEEF HEIFERS & COWS**

*Judging - Wednesday, July 24 – following Bucket Calf show*
**Superintendents – Danny Reynolds, Matt Evans**

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

**CLASS 201 - Fall Yearling - Born September 1 to December 31, 2017**
**CLASS 201 a - Fall Yearling – Born September 1 to December 31, 2017**  No fit/No clip
**CLASS 202 - Produce Heifer - Born January 1 to December 31, 2018**
**CLASS 202 a – Produce Heifer – Born January 1 to December 31, 2018**  No fit/No clip
**CLASS 203 - Senior Yearling - Born January 1 to April 30, 2018**
**CLASS 203 a – Senior Yearling-Born January 1 to April 30, 2018**  No fit/No clip
**CLASS 204 - Summer Yearling -Born May 1 to August 31, 2018**
1) Health Requirements – check regulations in front of this premium book.

2) Exhibitors must have their heifer projects and/or cow-calf projects identified on 4Honline or by FFA paper identification sheet by May 15 of current club year.

3) Heifers entered in this department cannot compete in Department 1 - Individual Market Beef.

4) All purebred and commercial heifers must be tattooed and double-tagged with either 4-H or FFA tags. All numbers recorded in 4Honline or by paper FFA identification form by Lucas County designated deadline. Calfhood vaccination tattoo is not acceptable identification. Purebred heifers must have date of birth, tattoo and registry number of animal registered with the Lucas County Extension Office by the designated deadline set by the Lucas County Extension. Any evidence of tampering with the tattoo will be scrutinized. Lucas County will now have a mandatory identification date set that all heifers must attend and be identified with a tattoo and double tags.

- ALL HEIFERS MUST ATTEND A DESIGNATED LUCAS COUNTY HEIFER IDENTIFICATION DAY TO BE ELIGIBLE TO SHOW AT THE LUCAS COUNTY FAIR.

5) Members are limited to four entries in this department.

6) Heifers shown in this division cannot show in any Market Beef classes.

7) Classes in each breed will be determined after all entries are in and based on total number shown.

8) Beef heifer classes will be set up for any English or exotic breed animal(s) having a registration paper from their respective breed organization. All other heifers will show in the crossbred class. The top two placing from each class will compete for Champion and Reserve Champion Purebred and Crossbred Breeding Heifers.

9) Produce heifer is described as any female beef project other than a cow-calf project, including breeding beef, market beef and bucket calf offspring.

10) The Champion and Reserve Champion breeding heifer from each breed and the commercial class and the Champion Produce Heifer will compete for Champion Breeding Heifer of the show.

11) All first year heifers will be divided into three age classes, except produce calves from a former heifer shown by a member, which will show in a Produce Class for each breed. The top two placing calves in each Produce Heifer Class will show for Champion Produce Heifer.

12) All heifers must be brought to the scales between 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM on Sunday, July 21. Exhibitors exhibiting purebreds must also turn in copies of registration papers to superintendents.

13) Home Raised Heifers will be defined as a heifer born and raised by the immediate exhibitor’s family (exhibitor, parents, family farm, grandparents, brothers or sisters). The exhibitor or immediate family must own the cow of the project.

14) Calves are to be exercised/walked in the “catch” pen north of the barns. Calves may NOT be turned loose in this pen for the safety of other projects and members.

PLEASE NOTE: If your animal loses an identification tag, you must contact the Lucas County Extension Office immediately for a replacement. An official Lucas County Extension Council member or a superintendent will re-tag that animal. If both tags are missing at the same time, the animal is ineligible to show. NO EXCEPTIONS will be made.

COW/CALF EVALUATION

Judging – Saturday, July 21 – 10:00 A.M. (weigh-in starting at 9:00 A.M.)

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

CLASS 206 Cow/Calf Evaluation (completed 4th-8th grade)
CLASS 207 Cow/Calf Evaluation (completed 9th-12th grade)

1) Cows should be entered in Class 206 or 207. Cows will be evaluated with calf at side. Evaluation will consist of cow, calf, and exhibitor’s knowledge of the project. Classes will be divided by age of the exhibitor. Exhibitors who have completed 4th - 8th grade will exhibit in class 206. Exhibitors who have completed 9th - 12th grade will exhibit in class 207.
2) Cow/Calf Evaluation will be conducted on Saturday, July 23 at the Fairgrounds.

3) Any Cow/Calf owned by the immediate family of an exhibitor may be exhibited in Class 206 or Class 207. Exhibitor may exhibit one cow/calf pair in Class 206 or Class 207.

4) Visual identification must be on both the cow and calf. Identification must be a legible tag. Tag must be identified no later than May 15th, as specified in Livestock General Rules, page 23.

5) Positive identification is required for ALL animals.

6) No entries will be allowed after judging has begun.

7) Calf must be born between January 1 and May 15 of current calendar year.

---

**DOGS**

Judging - Saturday, July 21 - 3:00 PM

To be announced

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

---

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.

2) Entries are open to dogs identified in 4-H online as 4-H projects (or by paper identification for FFA only) by May 15 of the current year that meet the division and class requirements.

3) All dogs must be IMMUNIZED AGAINST RABIES, PARVO AND DISTEMPER.

4) All dogs must have proof of immunization for Parvovirus and Distemper submitted to the superintendents prior to fair. Any dog without proof of immunization will not show at the county fair. It is preferred that proof of immunization be provided prior to participating in project workouts, but absolutely must be provided prior to the county fair.

5) Participants must attend a minimum of 4 project workouts to be eligible to show at the county fair.

6) EQUIPMENT: All dogs must be leashed or crated while waiting for class to be called. Dog owners will provide their own water pan and food. The use of choke chains and buckle collars in obedience and show leads are to be used while showing. No prong or pinch collars, gentle leaders or harnesses will be used in the show rings at any time.

7) No sedative drug use allowed. No pinch collars or muzzles will be allowed on dog projects at any time; including, but not limited to project work outs or shows.

8) Dogs will return home immediately after judging.

9) Dogs must be on leash while on fairgrounds.

10) Dogs must not be taken in barns or near livestock.

11) **EXHIBITOR CONDUCT** - Exhibitor’s shall not strike dogs nor use any other unnecessarily harsh physical means of disciplining dogs. The exhibitor must be ready when the class is called.

12) Dogs are to be shown by the 4-H or FFA member.

13) The Handling (Showmanship) Classes will be judged after and separately from the Obedience Classes. Dog training is a progressive project. Each level should be completed successfully before moving to the next level.

14) Any bitch in season or nursing cannot be shown at the County Fair.

15) **Any dog that bites another dog during the dog show or workouts will be dismissed from the project area permanently for safety reasons.**

16) Exhibitor and dog experience determine class level. State Fair classes may vary from County Fair classes. A qualifying score is achieved when an exhibitor earns 170 points (out of 200 points) or more and achieves 50% of the points or better for each exercise in his/her class. When an exhibitor achieves this standard, he/she must advance to the next class with the exception of Preferred Novice B, Graduate Novice and Open. However, an exhibitor may advance to the next level without a qualifying score (see class description). An exhibitor who does not achieve a qualifying score may remain in the same class for the following year; the only exception to this is for Beginners Novice A exhibitors who must advance to Beginners Novice B the next year.

17) **This is NOT an AKC sanctioned dog show.** AKC rules have been used as much as possible. It is recommended that youth attend an AKC show or obtain a copy of their rules prior to exhibiting at the Iowa State Fair. This will assist exhibitors in knowing and understanding some of the expectations of a dog show. In accordance with AKC guidelines, baiting is not allowed. Any baiting will result in a severe penalty.

**OBEEDIENCE:**

1) Entries in this division are open to purebred or mixed breed dogs, which are owned by the exhibitor or in partnership with parent or guardian. In all cases, the dog is to have been trained, cared for and managed by the exhibitor.

2) Titled dogs may be entered in classes above their title.
3) There are no limits on the number of dogs exhibited. However, each dog may enter only one obedience class. Even if the dog was identified under more than one 4-H member in 4honline by May 15, the dog can only exhibit in a class once.

4) 4-H exhibitors may only have one entry in each obedience class.

**CLASS 301 – Beginners Novice A** – 1st year for both exhibitor and dog. Dog must not have earned any obedience title.
- **Heel**
  - ON leash 40 pts
- **Figure 8**
  - ON leash 40 pts
- **Sit for Examination**
  - ON leash 40 pts
- **Recall (no finish)**
  - ON leash 40 pts
- **Sit/stay**
  - Handler walks ring 40 pts

**CLASS 302 – Beginners Novice B** – 2nd year exhibitor/2nd year dog OR Either exhibitor or dog with previous training experience, but 1st year for the other team member. Exhibitor/dog team may enter this class until exhibitor has received a qualifying score. Dog must not have earned any obedience title.
- **Heel**
  - ON leash 40 pts
- **Figure 8**
  - ON leash 40 pts
- **Sit for Examination**
  - ON leash 40 pts
- **Recall (no finish)**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Sit/stay**
  - Handler walks ring 40 pts

**CLASS 303 – Preferred Novice A** – Exhibitor/dog team may enter this class 1 year. Dog must not have earned any leg towards any CD obedience title.
- **Heel & Figure 8**
  - ON leash 40 pts
- **Stand for Examination**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Heel Free**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Recall with Finish**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Down/Sit**
  - Handler walks ring 40 pts

**CLASS 304 —Preferred Novice B**— Exhibitor/dog team may enter this class until exhibitor has received a qualifying score. Dog must not have earned any leg towards any CD obedience title.
- **Heel & Figure 8**
  - ON leash 40 pts
- **Stand for examination**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Heel free**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Recall with finish**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Down/sit**
  - Handler walks ring 40 pts

**CLASS 304 – Novice A**—Exhibitor/Dog team may enter this class 1 year. Dog must not have earned any leg towards any CD obedience title.
- **Heel & Figure 8**
  - ON leash 40 pts
- **Stand for examination**
  - Off leash 30 pts
- **Heel Free**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Recall with finish**
  - Off leash 30 pts
- **Long Sit (1 minute)**
  - Drop leash 30 pts
- **Long Down (3 minutes)**
  - Drop leash 30 pts

**CLASS 305 – Novice B**—Exhibitor/Dog team may enter this class until exhibitor has received a qualifying score. Dog may not have earned third leg towards any CD title.
- **Heel & Figure 8**
  - On leash 40 pts
- **Stand for examination**
  - Off leash 30 pts
- **Heel Free**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Recall with finish**
  - Off leash 30 pts
- **Long Sit (1 minute)**
  - Drop leash 30 pts
- **Long Down (3 minutes)**
  - Drop leash 30 pts

**CLASS 306 - Graduate Novice A** – This class is for exhibitor/dog team that is just beginning dumbbell work. Exhibitor/Dog team may enter this class 1 year. Exhibitor must provide their own dumbbell for this class. Dog must not have earned any legs towards any CDX title.
- **Heel free & figure 8**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Drop on Recall**
  - Off leash 40 pts
- **Dumbbell Recall**
  - Off leash 30 pts
- **Dumbbell Recall over High Jump**
  - Off leash 30 pts
- **Recall over Broad Jump**
  - Off leash 30 pts
Sit/Down (3 minutes) Handler out of sight  Drop leash  30 pts

CLASS 307 - Graduate Novice B – Exhibitor/Dog team may enter this class until exhibitor has received a qualifying score. Exhibitor must provide their own dumbbell for this class. Dog must not have earned any legs towards any CDX title.
  Heel free & Figure 8  Off leash  40 pts
  Drop on Recall  Off leash  40 pts
  Dumbbell Recall  Off leash  30 pts
  Dumbbell Recall over High Jump  Off leash  30 pts
  Recall over Broad Jump  Off leash  30 pts
  Sit/Down (3 minutes) Handler out of sight  Drop leash  30 pts

CLASS 308 – Preferred Open – No limit on number of year’s exhibitor/dog team may enter. Exhibitor must provide their own dumbbell for this class. Dog must not have earned their 3rd leg towards any CDX title.
  Heel free & Figure 8  Off leash  40 pts
  Drop on Recall  Off leash  40 pts
  Retrieve on Flat  Off leash  40 pts
  Retrieve over High Jump  Off leash  40 pts
  Broad Jump Handler at Side  Off leash  40 pts

CLASS 310 – Open – No limit to number of year’s exhibitor/dog team may enter. Exhibitor must provide their own dumbbell for this class. Dogs must not have earned any legs towards any UD titles.
  Heel Free & Figure 8  Off leash  40 pts
  Drop on Recall  Off leash  30 pts
  Retrieve on Flat  Off leash  20 pts
  Retrieve over High Jump  Off leash  30 pts
  Broad Jump Handler at Side  Off leash  20 pts
  Long Sit (3 minutes) Handler out of Sight  Drop leash  30 pts
  Long Down (5 minutes) Handler out of Sight  Drop leash  30 pts

CLASS 311 - Utility – This class is open to project exhibitors who have achieved a qualifying score in the Open class at the previous year’s fair. However, a qualifying score in Open is not required to enter. Dogs will do: free heel, signal exercise, scent discrimination, directed retrieve, moving stand for exam, and directed jumping. Dogs entered in this class may enter class 309 as the only other obedience class. Dogs may have UD degree.

CLASS 312 – Pre-Novice Agility – For dogs and exhibitors in their first year of 4-H dog training. Dogs will follow course on leash. Time standards will be based on 2 minutes, penalties will be assessed for any time over. Open to exhibitors showing in Pre-Novice “A” Obedience.

CLASS 313-Novice Agility—For exhibitors in their second year or greater and dogs who are in their first through third year of 4-H training. Dogs will follow course on or off leash. If dog is on leash, a 5 point deduction will be assessed immediately. If dog is off leash, a 1 point deduction will be assessed each time the leash is touched. Timed standards will be based on 1 minute 30 seconds, penalties will be assessed for any time over. Open to exhibitors showing in Pre-Novice “B” and Novice “A” Obedience.

HORSES
Judging - Sunday, July 21 - 8:30 AM
Superintendent – Tacy Vogel, Trenton Jeanes, Ryan Sponsler

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.
2) Horses must be identified, with photographs, in 4honline by May 15 of the current year. Photos are required for identification.
3) Entries in this department are open to exhibitors enrolled in the horse project.
4) In order to exhibit, all exhibitors must attend three 4-H horse project workout meetings for the entirety of the workout. Workouts are held prior to the fair. You must not just attend the workout, but participate with your horse. If participating in only halter classes, you need to attend only two workouts.
   A. Appropriate attire to participate in workout sessions: It is important that you are wearing appropriate clothes for the public at horse workouts. For example, jeans or long trousers, western boots or shoes with heels.
B. Must have helmet to be on horse.

5) Horse projects will arrive at the fairgrounds prior to the horse show and be released immediately following the final class. Horses shown in halter only will be released at the break between halter and performance classes.

6) The horse department superintendents/extension council and the judge have the authority and must dismiss from the ring any entry that is lame, not good body condition, or injured according to the state 4-H rule book or not in sufficient control for the safety of the handler or other exhibitors.

7) Class listing shown is not necessarily the show order and the Show Officials reserve the right to change or adjust the show order as needs dictate.

8) The classes in this department will be judged based on the scoring procedures listed in the 4-H publication “A Guide for 4-H Equine Shows in Iowa”.

9) Lucas County Fair Horse Show will follow the rules and guidelines of the “4-H Rules and Regulations for Equine Shows in Iowa”. It is the responsibility of the project member and/or family to be familiar and know these rules.

10) No stallions are permitted.

11) Yearlings shall have been foaled between January 1 and December 31 of the previous year.

12) Two-Year-Olds shall have been foaled between January 1 and December 31, 2017.

13) Halter horses must be owned by the 4-H member and cannot be leased. Proof of ownership may be requested at check in.

14) It is the responsibility of the owner to designate the type of the Horse and/or Pony. PONIES are any equine under 14.1 hands. A HORSE is any equine 14.1 hands and over (14.1 hands equals 57 inches). Ponies that are shoed will have ½” deducted from height. POA height cards will be accepted. EXCEPTION: If you have Horse breed registration papers, you are allowed to classify the animal as a horse. Example – a Quarter Horse who is 14.0 hands and is registered with AQHA, the equine can be classified as a horse. Registration papers must be provided at check-in time.

15) All exhibitors in halter and showmanship are required to wear a western hat or approved helmet.

16) All 4-H youth participating in any riding classes, or workouts, must wear American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) and Safety Engineering Institute (SEI) approved headgear with chinstrap and properly fitted harness while mounted and riding, including warm up. Every time-Every Ride. No caps, hats or scarves will be allowed to be worn under the helmet. Lucas County Fair and Iowa State University make no representation or warranty, express or implied, about any protective headgear and caution riders that death or serious injury may result despite earing such headgear as all equestrian sports involve inherent dangerous risk and as no helmet can protect against all unforeseen injuries. Exhibitors are responsible for providing their own helmets.

17) English attire: ASTM/SEI approved helmets fastened with chinstraps are required at all times while mounted. Clothing must be clean, neat and appropriate for the hunter classes. Riders must wear coat, boots and breeches. Clean shirts with stock and pin or rat catcher and choker preferred. The coat should be any tweed or Melton (conservative wash jackets in season) acceptable for hunting. Breeches should be of traditional shades of buff, gray, rust, beige or canary (jodhpur included), and high English boots or jodhpur boots should be worn. Spurs of the unraveled type, gloves, crops and bats are optional. The 4-H/FFA armband or chevon is mandatory and the armband MUST be worn on the upper left arm.

18) Western attire: Clothing must be neat and clean. Riders shall wear ASTM/SEI approved helmets and boots. A solid white or colored, button or snap front, long-sleeved, collared shirt is required. The following is prohibited: personalized logo, embroidery (excluding shirt brand logo), zippers, sheer or lace fabric, embellishments, bling of any kind, including but not limited to sequins, rhinestones, chains, etc. Shirts must be tucked in. A necktie, kerchief or bolo tie are permitted, but not required. Sleeveless shirts or blouses, turtleneck sweaters, sweater vests, etc. are not permitted. Pants must be blue jeans and a belt under the loops is required. The 4-H/FFA armband or chevron is mandatory and the armband MUST be worn on the upper left arm. Hair must be neat and securely fastened if long, so as not to cover the rider’s number.

19) Exhibitors may enter as many classes as they wish. However, premium will be paid on only 5 classes. No premium will be awarded on Showmanship classes.

20) Exhibitors showing in Class 430 or Class 431 (Pony Pleasure) are not eligible to show the same pony in Class 433 or Class 434 (Light Horse Pleasure).

21) Horses can be identified by more than one 4-H member (immediate sibling or stepsibling only), but cannot be identified as 4-H under one sibling and FFA under another. A horse can only be ridden/shown once per class.

22) Only 4-H/FFA exhibitors can warm-up or ride 4-H horses before, during and after the 4-H show. Parents, club leaders, or trainers will not be allowed to warm-up or ride the exhibit horse during workouts or show day.

23) Horses must remain on the southwest side of the south drive.

24) The Lucas County Fair Association and the Lucas County Extension Service make no representation or warranty, express or implied, about any protective headgear, and cautions riders that death or serious injury may result despite wearing such headgear as all equestrian sports involve inherent dangerous risks and as no helmet can protect against all foreseeable injuries.

25) The decision of the judge is final. Not all horses and ponies can win, so the judge’s decision, on whatever it may be should be accepted in the spirit of sportsmanship & 4-H.
26) At all times, every horse should be treated in a humane, respectful, dignified and compassionate manner. The Henneke Body Condition Score will be used as the method to determine body condition of the horse. The body condition of horses or degree of fat cover of horses is a good indicator of their general health. Horses exhibiting a score of 1-3 will not be allowed to be shown and must be removed immediately from the Fairgrounds. The Show Superintendents and/or Extension Council will make the final determination.

27) Any horse that is unmanageable (bucks, kicks, rears, runs off) will be excused from the ring. If after three attempts, the horse/pony will still not enter the ring, the horse/pony and rider will be excused from the class.

28) Unnecessary roughness or discourtesy will dismiss the exhibitor from further competition for the entire show. Good sportsmanship shall prevail. Courtesy is mandatory. No abuse of horses will be tolerated. Each exhibitor must keep horse under control or be excused from the ring.

29) Show officials reserve the right to split large classes and/or combine classes with small entries at their discretion.

30) 4-H’ers/FFA exhibitors requiring special needs or adaptations must contact the Lucas County Extension Office by July 1 so that accommodations may be considered.

CLASS 404 - Pony Yearling halter
CLASS 405 - Pony 2-year-old halter
CLASS 406 - Pony 3-year-old & older halter
CLASS 410 - Draft Horse - all ages halter
CLASS 411 - Mule at Halter
CLASS 414 - Yearling halter
CLASS 415 - 2-year-old halter
CLASS 416 - 3-year-old and older – mares halter
CLASS 417 - 3-year-old and older–geldings halter
CLASS 421 - Trail Class - completed 4-8 grade
CLASS 422 - Trail Class - completed 9-12 grade
CLASS 423 - Hunter Under Saddle, completed 4-8 grade
CLASS 424 - Hunter Under Saddle, completed 9-12 grade
CLASS 425 - Hunt Seat Equitation - completed 4-8 grade
CLASS 426 - Hunt Seat Equitation - completed 9-12 grade
CLASS 427 - Walk - Trot - completed 4-8 grade
CLASS 428 - Walk - Trot - completed 9-12 grade
CLASS 429 - 2- & 3-yr-old Snaffle Bit Western Pleasure
CLASS 430 - Pony Pleasure - completed 4-8 grade
CLASS 431 - Pony Pleasure - completed 9-12 grade
CLASS 432 - Mule Pleasure
CLASS 433 - Western Pleasure - completed 4-8 grade
CLASS 434 - Western Pleasure - completed 9-12 grade
CLASS 435 - Ranch Horse Pleasure-completed 4-8 grade
CLASS 435a-Ranch Horse Pleasure-completed 9-12 grade
CLASS 436 - Horsemanship - completed 4-8 grade
CLASS 438 - Horsemanship - completed 9-12 grade
CLASS 439 - Western Riding (any age)
CLASS 441 - Pole Bending - completed 4-6 grade
CLASS 442 - Pole Bending - completed 7-9 grade
CLASS 443 - Pole Bending - completed 10-12 grade
CLASS 444 - Barrel Racing - completed 4-6 grade
CLASS 445 - Barrel Racing - completed 7-9 grade
CLASS 446 - Barrel Racing - completed 10-12 grade

Horses may show in either Western Pleasure OR Ranch Horse Pleasure, NOT BOTH
GAME BIRDS and POULTRY
Judging - Tuesday, July 23rd – 8:30 am
Superintendent – Jason Storey, Madison Briggs, Seth Masters

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.
2) Exhibitors must check in with the Superintendent on Sunday, July 21 between 6:00 PM & 7:00 PM in the rabbit barn.
3) Exhibitors may enter a total of nine (9) game bird and/or poultry exhibits. A Pen of 3 will be considered as one entry.
4) Cages will be provided for each exhibitor’s birds.
5) Each 4-H/FFA member will be responsible for his/her birds and must be present when they are judged.
6) Entries in the meat and egg classes may be any commercial meat or egg type bird. Production practices generally accepted by the commercial poultry industry are acceptable.
7) All breed entries will be judged according to the American Standard of Perfection.
8) All poultry exhibited must come from U.S. Pullorum-Typhoid clean or equivalent flocks, or have had a negative Pullorum-Typhoid Test within 90 days of public exhibition and the test must have been performed by an authorized tester. Certificates may be obtained from the producer when poultry is purchased, otherwise a test will need to be performed.
9) A Premier Poultry Breeder Award will be given in junior, intermediate and senior divisions to recognize FFA/4-H’ers who have gained outstanding poultry project skills and knowledge from breeding, raising, selecting and exhibiting their own poultry livestock entered in this year’s Lucas County Fair and have shared their poultry knowledge and skills with FFA/4-H’ers at other events during this FFA/4-H year.
Award Selection Criteria and Rules:
   a) Must have bred, raised and selected their 4-H/FFA poultry livestock exhibited at this year’s Lucas County Fair.
   b) Must enter and compete in a Junior, Intermediate or Senior poultry showmanship class at this year’s county fair.
   c) The selection of any Premier Poultry Breeder Award presented will be based on answers to questions asked by the showmanship judge during the showmanship class judging.
   d) The judges questions may cover, but not limited to, such topics as poultry production, nutrition, poultry equipment and participation in the poultry project leadership and citizenship activities.
10) Exhibitors may sell a total of three poultry at the livestock auction. Only champions will sell separately, all others will sell as a pen. Animals going through the sale will need to be identified in the office by Monday, July 22, 2019 at 5:00 pm.

CLASS 506 - Pen of three chickens - layers (all hens)
CLASS 507 - Pen of three chickens - broilers (any sex)
CLASS 508 - Pen of three ducks
CLASS 509 - Turkey – Tom
CLASS 510 - Turkey-Hen
CLASS 511 - Goose
CLASS 512 - Gander
CLASS 513 - Other Poultry-Single Entry: BREEDING CHICKENS
   CLASS 513a – American Breeds
   CLASS 513b - Asiatic Breeds
   CLASS 513c- Mediterranean Breeds
   CLASS 513d- English Breeds
   CLASS 513e- Bantams
   CLASS 513f- Continental Breeds
CLASS 514- Other Poultry-Single Entry: DUCK
CLASS 516- Other Poultry-Single Entry OTHER
CLASS 517- Pen of 3 Chickens-Breeding Trio
CLASS 518- Pen of 3 Ducks-Breeding Trio
CLASS 519- Premier Poultry Breeder (exhibitors who raise their own poultry)

PETS
It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

Pets are brought to the fairgrounds the day of the show then return home the same day following the show. All animals where a division is available must show in their respective divisions. (For example, rabbits must be shown in the rabbit show, dogs must be shown in the dog show.)

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.

   CLASS 601 - Cats
   CLASS 602 - Any other pet project

   RABBITS
   Judging - Monday, July 23 at 8:30 am
   Superintendent – Madison Briggs, Jason Storey, Seth Masters

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.
2) All rabbits must be tattooed and identified at the county specified date to be eligible to show at the Lucas County Fair, through 4honline or by paper FFA identification.
3) All rabbits must be permanently identified with a tattoo in the left ear prior to check-in. Tattoo in animal must match 4honline ID. NO FRESH TATTOOS WILL BE ACCEPTED
4) Each exhibitor will be assigned cages for each rabbit entry. No water or feed containers will be provided.
5) No floor standing grooming tables are allowed in the aisles.
6) CHECK-IN PROCEDURE: will include checking class entries, health check by superintendents, and rabbit tattoos. Any evidence of tampering with tattoos will be scrutinized.
7) Young market rabbits should be 3.5 to 5.5 pounds in weight, not over 5.5 pounds & not over 10 weeks old.
8) Single Fryer entries consist of one rabbit (including crossbreds) not over 10 weeks of age and weight limit of 3.5 to 5.5 pounds each.
9) The single fryer entry MUST NOT be pulled from Pen of Three.
10) Roaster entries (including crossbreds) consist of 1 rabbit under 6 months of age with a minimum weight over 5 pounds and maximum weight of 8 pounds.
11) All rabbit entries shows at the Fair are eligible to be sold at the auction. Exhibitors may sell a maximum of 3 rabbits. Only champions will sell individually, all other animals will be sold as a pen.
12) Exhibitors are limited to five standard bred rabbit entries, one Pen of 3, one single fryer rabbit and one roaster rabbit entry for a maximum total of eight classes. Each animal may only be exhibited in one class.
13) All breed entries will be judged according to the American Standard of Perfection.
14) Examples of six class rabbits are: American, Beveren, Californian, Champagne d’Argent, Checkered Giant, Chinchilla (American), Chinchilla (Giant), Cinnamon, Cream d’Argent, Flemish Giant, Hotot, Lop (English), Lop (French), New Zealand, Palomino, Satin, and Silver Fox.
15) Examples of Four Class rabbits (fancy or show) rabbit breeds are: Angora -English or French, Belgian Hare, Britannia Petite, Chinchilla (Standard), Dutch, Dwarf Hotot, English Spot, Florida White, Harlequin, Havana, Himalayan, Lilac, Fuzzy Lop, Lop (Holland), Lop (Mini), Netherland Dwarf, Polish, Rex, Mini Rex, Rhinelander, Sable, Silver, Silver Marten, Tan, Satin Angora, and Jersey Wooly.
16) Exhibitors must identify rabbits to be sold by Monday, July 23rd by 5:00 PM.
17) Exhibitors must check in rabbits with the Superintendent Sunday, July 22, between 6:00 PM and 7:00 PM in the rabbit barn.
18) Premier Rabbit Breeder Award will be given in junior, intermediate and senior age groups to recognize FFA/4H’ers who have gained outstanding rabbit project skills and knowledge from breeding, raising, selecting and exhibiting their own rabbit livestock.
entered in this year’s Lucas County Fair and have shared their rabbit knowledge and skills with FFA/4H’ers and at other events during the current year.

Award selection criteria and rules:

a) Must have bred, raised and selected their rabbit livestock exhibited at this year’s fair.
b) Must enter and compete in a junior, intermediate or senior rabbit showmanship class at this year’s fair.
c) The selection of any Premier Rabbit Breeder Award presented will be based on answers to questions asked by the showmanship judge during the showmanship class judging.
d) The judges’ questions may cover, but not limited to, such topics as rabbit production, nutrition, rabbit equipment and participation in rabbit project leadership and citizenship activities.

CLASS 701 - Pen of 3 Young Market Rabbits
CLASS 702 - Single Fryer
CLASS 703 - Roaster
CLASS 707 - Individual Junior Six Class (formerly market) Buck (less than 6 months of age)
CLASS 708 - Individual Junior Six Class (formerly market) Doe (less than 6 months of age)
CLASS 709 - Individual Intermediate Six Class Buck (6-8 mo. of age)
CLASS 710 - Individual Intermediate Six Class Doe (6-8 months of age)
CLASS 711 - Individual Sr. Six Class Buck (9 mo. of age & over)
CLASS 712 - Individual Sr. Six Class Doe (9 mo. of age & over)
CLASS 716 - Individual Junior Four Class (formerly show) Buck (less than 6 months of age)
CLASS 717 - Individual Junior Four Class (formerly show) Doe (less than 6 months of age)
CLASS 718 - Individual Sr. Four Class Buck (6 mo. of age & over)
CLASS 719 - Individual Sr. Four Class Doe (6 mo. of age & over)
CLASS 729 – Premier Rabbit Breeder (see rule #12)

**SHEEP**

Judging – Monday, July 22, 5:00 pm  
Superintendents - Ron Burgett, Craig Pollitt, Austin Burgett

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.
2) Health requirements - check regulations under General Livestock Rules. Any disfigurations will be reviewed by the superintendents and official veterinarian. Final decision of animals’ eligibility to be shown or sold will be made by appropriate authorities.
3) All lambs will be identified with 2 uniquely numbered tags. All lambs will be weighed and checked for appropriate county identification during check in. Any evidence of tampering with the official 4-H/FFA will be scrutinized. No reweighs will be allowed. All lambs must attend the designated Lucas County sheep/goat weigh in to be eligible to show at the Lucas County Fair.
4) All sheep must be penned in the assigned pens.
5) All sexually intact lambs being shown must have a scrapie ear tag.
6) Exhibitors are expected to care for their lambs in an acceptable manner. No muzzles are allowed. No icing of lambs allowed. Nothing may be applied (no tap water, ice, show braces, etc.) to lambs any later than 30 minutes before the scheduled start time of the show through completion of the show, with the exceptions of a possible health risk, at which time exhibitor must consult with show officials. The show officials will make the final decision. All lambs will be shown dry. Any abusive care including slapping or excessive modification of lambs will be grounds for disqualification at the discretion of show officials. Drenching will not be allowed. If there are health concerns involved regarding dehydration, the Superintendents should be contacted.
7) All lambs must have four feet on the floor in the show ring at all times. Lifting feet off the ground or placing on any support or altered ring surface is not acceptable. Exhibitors will receive one warning if they are found lifting or slapping lambs. Second offenses will result in automatic exhibitor disqualification from the Sheep Show.
8) All lambs must arrive on the fairgrounds slick shorn so they can be inspected for club lamb fungus and ringworm. The only exception is purebred lambs do not need to be slick shorn. Lambs with longer fleece must re-shear before going through the weigh-in line. Superintendents will inspect each animal for club lamb fungus and ringworm, and reserve the right to request
additional shearing if they feel lambs have been sheared inappropriately for inspection. Lambs found to have evidence of club lamb fungus or ringworm will be unable to be exhibited and must be removed from the fairgrounds immediately. Pre-show trimming and touch-up clipping will still be allowed. Lambs are not required to arrive at the fair show-ready, they just have to be slick shorn.

10) All lambs must have been weighed in and identified at the designated Lucas County weigh-in. All home raised lambs will be designated at the weigh in held on July 21st during fair. All commercial ewes (Class 824 and 828) will need to be weighed in at the scheduled sheep weigh-in to be eligible for rate of gain.

11) All market lambs must be docked and castrated before the show.

12) Exhibitors are allowed to only bring up to eight ewes (purebreds or commercial), four market lambs, one carcass lamb and one ram lamb. An exhibitor may exhibit the number of lambs in each class as follows: A total of four commercial and four purebred may be entered in any combination in Class 820 Ewe Lamb, Class 824 White Face and White Face Cross Commercial Ewes, and Class 828 Black Face Commercial Ewes; two entries may be entered in Class 821 Yearling Ewe; one entry may be entered in Class 822 Pair of Ewes, Class 823 Ram Lamb, Class 880 Ultrasound Carcass Lamb, and Class 864 Pen of Three Lambs; a total of four entries may be made in Class 834 Individual Market Lamb. The Pen of Three entry MUST be made up of any combination between classes 824, 828, 834 and 880.

13) Purebred entries will be open to any breed of sheep that are registered or eligible for registry.

14) Lambs to be shown in the Purebred sheep classes 820 - 823 must present registration papers to sheep superintendents during check-in on Sunday night, July 21st, or have copies of the registration on file in the extension office by time of fair check in.

15) An exhibitor cannot show the same lamb in both market and purebred classes. Ultrasound carcass lambs may also be shown in Class 834, "Individual Market Lamb" and Class 864 "Pen of three".

16) A commercial ewe lamb is any crossbred or grade ewe lamb from a market flock project and not from a purebred project.

17) An exhibitor cannot show the same lamb in both market and commercial ewe classes.

18) There are no weight restrictions in this show, but to be successful, your lamb needs to reach an acceptable weight. Lambs are marketed in Iowa in a range of 110-135 pounds.

19) Exhibitors may sell a total of 3 lambs in the sale. This may include any combination of commercial ewes (Class 824 and 828) and market lambs (Class 834). Champion Ultrasound Carcass and Champion Ultrasound Performance Carcass are eligible to be sold at the auction. The exhibitor of the Champion Ultrasound Carcass and Champion Ultrasound Performance Carcass may also sell 3 additional lambs as stated in general livestock rule 10. Lambs will need to be identified in the office by Tuesday, July 23, 2019 by noon.

20) CARCASS CLASSES – Sheep will not be going to the locker for carcass classes, but rather participating in the live ultrasound carcass class. To participate in this class, sheep will need to be scanned on Monday, July 22 in the barn at 8:00 AM. Champion Ultrasound Performance Carcass and Champion Ultrasound Performance Carcass will be eligible to be sold through the livestock auction on Thursday, July 25.

21) Two awards will be given for the sheep carcass contest. One award will be given for carcass quality (best quality and lean characteristics) and the other award will be a performance carcass award (includes carcass quality and lean product per day on test). Lambs in the ultrasound carcass contest will be eligible to show in Class 834, Individual Market Lambs.

22) Lambs in the "Pen of 3" (Class 864) can be shown in any other Market Lamb Classes Class 834, Class 880) or Commercial Ewe Classes (Class 824, Class 828).

23) Home raised lambs will be from the market lamb project, and can be shown in Class 834, Individual Market Lamb, and compete for Champion Home Raised Market Lamb. Home Raised Breeding Ewe will be from purebred and/or commercial ewe projects, and can be shown in Purebred Ewes Class 820 and Commercial Ewes Class 824 and Class 828 and compete for Champion Home Raised Breeding Ewe. In addition, exhibitors will designate which market lamb and/or breeding ewe lamb will be eligible for Champion Home Raised during check-in on Sunday night, July 21. Market lamb and breeding ewe projects born and raised by the immediate exhibitor’s family (exhibitor, parents, family farm grandparents, brothers or sisters) are eligible to compete. The exhibitor or immediate family must own the dam/ewe of the project.

24) All lambs must be weighed and checked in between 4:00 – 6:00 PM on Sunday evening, July 21st. Check in must be done by the immediate family member (father, mother, grandparent or sibling).

25) All lambs must be walked in the designated walking area ONLY as described by the Superintendents.

26) An exhibitor meeting will be held directly following the sheep weigh in on Sunday night, July 21st. ALL 4-H, FFA and Family members are STRONGLY encouraged to attend.

27) Bottle Lamb class rules:
   A) Positive identification is required on all bottle lambs
   B) Any newborn or orphan lamb, male or female, lambed between February 1 and May 15 of the current year. Lamb must be in the primary care of the exhibitor within 1 week of birth. Bottle lambs must also be identified by May 15 and have a tag matching 4honline or paper FFA identification.
   C) Lamb must be bottle fed.
D) An exhibitor may identify 3 bottle lambs. An exhibitor can only show 1 bottle lamb.
E) Bottle lamb judging, interviews and awards will be held on Monday, July 22.

JUDGING:
1) Exhibitors will be interviewed with their bottle lamb in the arena. The ribbon selection and awards will be based on this interview and the information on the bottle lamb information form completed by each exhibitor. (Forms must be turned into the office one week prior to the fair)
2) Exhibitors may choose to make a poster or photo series explaining the project and what they learned. This can be displayed in the show arena during the interview.
3) Bottle lambs will not be eligible for auction.

PLEASE NOTE: If your animal loses an identification tag, you must contact the Lucas County Extension Office immediately for a replacement. An official Lucas County Extension Council member or a superintendent will re-tag that animal. If both tags are missing at the same time, the animal is ineligible to show. NO EXCEPTIONS will be made.

CLASS 803 - Junior Bottle Lamb class: Youth who have completed 4th-8th grade
CLASS 804 – Intermediate/Senior Bottle Lamb class: Youth who have completed 9th-12th grade
CLASS 805 - Home Raised Market Lamb
CLASS 812 - Home Raised Ewe
CLASS 820 - Ewe Lamb - Born on or after January 1, 2019
CLASS 821 - Yearling Ewe - Open to animals that were in Purebred Lamb project the previous year (one may be purchased)
CLASS 822 - Pair of Ewes - (from yearling or lamb classes)
CLASS 823 - Ram Lamb
CLASS 824 - White Face and White Face Cross Commercial Ewes (must be speckled or white faced)
CLASS 828 - Black Face Commercial Ewes
CLASS 834 - Individual Market Lamb
CLASS 864 - Pen of Three
CLASS 880 - Live Ultrasound Carcass

SWINE
Judging – Tuesday, July 23 – 5:00 PM
Superintendents - Kevin White, Steve Gillman, and Charley Phillips
Swine will come to the fairgrounds on Sunday, July 21. Swine will weigh in Sunday from 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm. All swine must be in place by 8:00 pm Sunday.

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.
2) All carcass hogs will be weighed at the County Fairgrounds at the county-wide weigh-in day. Exhibitors may weigh in 5 pigs on weigh-in day. All swine will be identified with 2 uniquely numbered tags.
3) All market and breeding pigs entered in the purebred classes must be identified as purebred pigs in 4honline or by hard copy FFA identification form at the designated Lucas County Swine Weigh-in.
4) Pedigrees will be required for all purebred market and breeding swine. Registration papers must be presented at fair check-in or on file with the extension office by weigh in time. The registration paper must be in the 4-H’er’s name or show a logical family relationship. Litter registrations from the National Swine Registry will be accepted. Information in 4honline or on FFA identification paper MUST match registration paper.
5) Carcass Pigs are the only hogs that are required to be weighed in at the county-wide swine weigh-in. Exhibitors may identify an additional 10 pigs for other classes. These pigs must be brought to a designated county weigh-in to be tagged & ear notched.
6) Pigs must receive a State Fair ear tag to be eligible to show at the state fair. Exhibitors can bring these swine to the county weigh in to be tagged or purchase a tag in the office and tag the swine themselves. Swine tagged at the weigh in will be entered into 4-H online by office staff. Swine tagged at home will need entered into 4-H online by the family before May 15.
7) Check in: All swine will be weighed and checked for appropriate county identification during check-in. Any evidence of tampering with the official 4-H/FFA tag will be scrutinized.
8) An exhibitor is allowed to enter 5 total head, with only 1 pen assigned to each project member.
9) The individual purebred market swine winner will compete against the other class winners.
10) An exhibitor is limited to 2 pigs total in Classes 918 - Individual Market Swine and 919 - Individual Purebred Market Swine. This pig may be included in Class 910 - Pen of 3. EXCEPTION: An exhibitor may bring up to 3 pigs total to show as: 1 pig in Class 918-Individual Market Swine and 2 pigs in Class 919 Purebred Individual Market Swine OR 2 pigs in Class 918-Individual Market Swine and 1 pig in Class 919 Purebred Individual Market Swine.
11) An exhibitor is limited to 1 entry in Class 910 - Pen of 3.
12) An exhibitor is limited to 1 entry in Class 938 - Swine Ultrasound Carcass Class. Carcass pigs may or may not be shown as a part of the pen of three or individual market swine.
13) An exhibitor is limited to 1 entry in Class 901 - Commercial Gilt Class. Commercial gilts may or may not be shown as a part of the pen of three.
14) Commercial Gilt pigs cannot be shown in Class 918 - Individual Market Pig.
15) A live carcass (ultrasound) show will be held. Ultrasounding will be done on Monday, July 23 at a time to be announced later. There will be two ultrasound carcass awards given. One award will be for carcass quality (best quality and lean characteristics) and the other award will be a performance carcass award (includes carcass quality and lean product per day on test).
16) A Champion and Reserve will be selected for all classes.
17) Market swine are to be farrowed on or after January 1 of this year. Purebred and Commercial gilts are to be farrowed January 1- March 31. (This is not a county requirement.)
18) There are no weight restrictions in this show, but to be successful, your hog should reach an acceptable weight. Swine are marketed in Iowa in a range of 230 - 299 pounds. Swine not in this weight range could be subject to a price dock.
19) An exhibitor is eligible to sell 3 market hogs in the sale. Swine shown in Class 920, Purebred Gilts, will NOT be eligible for the 4-H sale. The Champion Ultrasound Carcass and Champion Ultrasound Performance Carcass are eligible to be sold at the auction. The exhibitor of the Champion Ultrasound Carcass & Champion Ultrasound Performance Carcass may also sell 3 market hogs. Swine selling in the sale will need to be identified in the office by Wednesday, July 24th, 2018 at Noon.
20) The top placing Home Raised Swine from each market swine class will compete for Champion Home Raised. Market swine projects born and raised by the immediate exhibitor’s family (exhibitor, parents, family farm, grandparents, brothers, or sisters) are eligible to compete. The exhibitor or immediate family must own the sow of the project.
21) Each exhibitor is allowed ONLY ONE PEN for stalling. All of an exhibitor’s swine must be in one pen. Pens will be assigned by the Superintendents. All swine must be penned in the designated sections.
22) The judge, show officials and/or the extension council will have the authorization to disqualify any pigs that are severely unsound or exhibit any of the following abnormalities:
   4) Pigs with serious injury, evidence of stress susceptibility or other heritable defects
   5) Pigs that are structurally unsound
   6) Pigs that exhibit cryptorchidism or objectionable traits that appear to be the result of management practices

PLEASE NOTE: If your animal loses an identification tag, you must contact the Lucas County Extension Office immediately for a replacement. An official Lucas County Extension Council member or a superintendent will re-tag that animal. If both tags are missing at the same time, the animal is ineligible to show. NO EXCEPTIONS will be made.

**Carcass Classes – swine will not be going to the locker for carcass classes, but rather participating in the live ultrasound carcass class. To participate in this class, swine will need to be scanned. Champion ultrasound performance carcass and champion ultrasound carcass will be eligible to be sold through the livestock auction on Thursday, July 26.

SWINE RETURNING HOME (NOT GOING THROUGH THE LIVESTOCK AUCTION THURSDAY, JULY 25) MUST BE REPORTED TO THE SUPERINTENDENTS BY THE END OF THE SWINE SHOW TUESDAY, JULY 22

CLASS 901 - Commercial Gilt Classes
CLASS 910 - Pen of Three Market Swine
CLASS 918 - Individual Market Swine
CLASS 919 – Individual Purebred Market Swine
CLASS 920—Purebred Breeding Gilt
CLASS 938 – Live Ultrasound Carcass Class
DAIRY HEIFERS, COWS
Judging - Monday, July 23 – 1:00 PM
Superintendents – Danielle Van Ryswyk and Melissa Goering

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.
2) Entries open to purebred and grade Holstein, Jersey, Guernsey, Brown Swiss, Ayrshire, and Milking Shorthorn breeds.
3) Purebred and grade animals will compete together within their own breed.
4) Exhibitors must have projects identified by May 15 of current club year. Exhibitors are limited to six (6) dairy cow entries.
5) Any yearling heifer that has freshened prior to judging must be shown in the 2-Year Old Class.
6) All 2-year old heifers & cows in production may come to the fairgrounds by noon Monday and are released immediately following show.

CLASS 1001 - Junior Calf, born March 1 – April 30, 2019
CLASS 1002 - Intermediate Calf, born December 1, 2018 – February 28, 2019
CLASS 1003 - Senior Calf, born September 1 – November 30, 2018
CLASS 1004 - Summer Yearling, born June 1 – August 30, 2018
CLASS 1005 - Junior Yearling, born March 1 – May 31, 2018
CLASS 1006 - Winter Yearling, born December 1, 2017 – February 28, 2018
CLASS 1007 - Senior Yearling, born September 1 – November 30, 2017
CLASS 1008 - Junior 2 year old cows, born March 1 – August 31, 2017
CLASS 1009 - Senior 2 year old cows, born September 1, 2016 – February 29- 2017
CLASS 1010 - Junior 3 year old cows, born March 1 – August 31, 2016
CLASS 1011 - Senior 3 year old cows, born September 1, 2011 – February 28, 2014
CLASS 1012 - 4 year old cow, born September 1, 2014 – August 31, 2015
CLASS 1013 - Aged cows, born before September 1, 2014

When fewer than three animals are shown in either the "Three & Four-Year Old Cows" class or the "Aged Cows" class, the two classes will be combined to form a class for cows 3 years old and older

DAIRY, MEAT and HOBBY GOATS
Judging - Monday, July 22nd – 3:30 PM
Superintendents – Kevin Briggs, Kari Pollitt, Lonnie Stripe

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.
2) Entries are open to dairy goats properly identified at the designated Lucas County Sheep/Goat Weigh in. All goats must attend the weigh in to be eligible to show at the Lucas County Fair. All goats must be identified by tail tattoo (for all earless goats) or 2 tags with unique and must match information in 4honline or on the FFA Identification paper.
3) All dairy goats will be checked in for appropriate county identification. Any evidence of tampering with identification (tags or tattoos) will be scrutinized.
4) All goats must be penned in area designated by Superintendents.
5) Only females may be shown. Bucks will not be eligible for exhibiting.
6) Exhibitors may exhibit a maximum of two entries per class, except Class 2011, where there can be only one entry per exhibitor.
7) Does 24 months of age or over, which have never freshened, shall not be shown.
8) Animals should have clipped and clean ears or tails in order to check tattoos during the check process. No fresh tattoos will be allowed.
9) Horns: Exhibitors will be required to have horns disbudded, dehorned or tipped blunt on all market goats before arrival on the Fairgrounds.
10) Lead equipment shall be used, and shall consist of a properly fitted collar or small link chain, which is inconspicuous, yet of sufficient strength to maintain proper control. All animals must be shown with a collar and under the control of an exhibitor.
11) Each exhibitor may be accompanied by one person in the check-in area. This person MUST be an immediate family member or a current Iowa 4-H'er. However, the exhibitor is solely responsible for all grooming of the animal from the time they enter the check-in area to the time they exit the ring.

12) Goats are eligible to show multiple years if they do not go through the sale i.e. Change of ownership. They must also meet all requirements for that specific goat.

13) Bottle Goat class rules:
   A) Positive identification is required on all bottle goats
   B) Any newborn or orphan goats, male or female, lambed between February 1 and May 15 of the current year. Goat must be in the primary care of the exhibitor within 1 week of birth. Bottle goats must also be identified by May 15 and have a tag matching 4honline or paper FFA identification.
   C) Goat must be bottle fed.
   D) An exhibitor may identify 3 bottle goats. An exhibitor can only show 1 bottle goat.
   E) Bottle goat judging, interviews and awards will be held on Monday, July 22.

JUDGING:
4) Exhibitors will be interviewed with their bottle goat in the arena. The ribbon selection and awards will be based on this interview and the information on the bottle goat information form completed by each exhibitor. (Forms must be turned into the office one week prior to the fair)
5) Exhibitors may choose to make a poster or photo series explaining the project and what they learned. This can be displayed in the show arena during the interview.
6) Bottle goats will not be eligible for auction.

PLEASE NOTE: If your animal loses an identification tag, you must contact the Lucas County Extension Office immediately for a replacement. An official Lucas County Extension Council member or a superintendent will re-tag that animal. If both tags are missing at the same time, the animal is ineligible to show. NO EXCEPTIONS will be made.

DAIRY GOATS

CLASS 2001 Goats - Junior Does - (Kids, female, under 8 months of age)
CLASS 2002 Goats – Intermediate Does - (Dry females, over 8 months and up to 24 months of age, currently dry or never freshened)
CLASS 2003 Goats – Senior Does (Females in milk, under 2 years of age)
CLASS 2004 Goats – Senior Does (Females, 2 yrs. of age & under 3 yrs. of age)
CLASS 2005 Goats – Senior Does (Females, 3 years of age & older)
CLASS 2011 Goats – Mother and Daughters (Mother must be in milk, and daughter must be current year’s doe kid(s)
CLASS 2012 Goats – Hobby Goats
CLASS 2013 Goats -- Junior Bottle Goat- Youth who have completed 4th-8th grade
CLASS 2014 Goats – Senior Bottle Goat- Youth who have completed 9th-12th grade

MEAT GOATS
Judging – Monday, July 22nd – following dairy goats
Superintendents—Kevin Briggs, Kari Pollitt, Lonnie Stripe

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

1) General Livestock Rules and Regulations and 4-H General Rules and Regulations apply in this department.
2) Meat goats must be a castrated male goat (wether) or doeling. Goats will be judged along meat goat characteristics. Goats shown in these classes must exhibit typical meat goat characteristics.
3) Exhibitors will be required to have horns disbudded, dehorned or tipped blunt on all goats before arrival on the fairgrounds. Removal of horns on fairgrounds is not permitted.
4) To be successful, wether meat goats should weigh a minimum of 50 pounds and a maximum of 110 pounds at the time of show.
5) Meat goats must have kid teeth in normal positions at time of check-in. Any meat goat having lost any kid teeth will be disqualified.
Exhibitors may exhibit a maximum of three entries per class.

7) Lead equipment shall be used, and shall consist of a properly fitted collar or small link chain, which is inconspicuous, yet of sufficient strength to maintain proper control. All animals must be shown with a collar and under the control of an exhibitor.

8) All meat goats (does or wethers) must have been weighed and tagged at the designated Lucas County weigh in and information recorded in 4honline by May 15. Meat goats nominated for the Iowa State Fair must have a retinal scan taken. Females must have a Scrapie tag if appropriate.

9) Exhibitors may sell a total of 3 meat goats in the auction. Goats shown in Class 2015, Breeding Does, will NOT be eligible for the 4-H sale. Only goats exhibited may be sold at the auction. Goats must weigh at least 40 pounds to be eligible to sell. Goats going through the sale must be identified in the office by Tuesday, July 24, 2018 by Noon.

10) Meat goats will be checked in at the fair from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM on Sunday, July 21. All market meat goats will be weighed and checked for appropriate county identification during check-in. Any evidence of tampering with the official 4-H/FFA tag or tattoos will be scrutinized. No reweighs will be allowed. Breeding doe classes will be divided by age.

11) Age: Meat goats must have kid teeth in normal positions at time of check-in. Any meat goat having lost any kid teeth will be disqualified.

12) Horns: Exhibitors will be required to have horns disbudded, dehorned or tipped blunt on all market goats before arrival on the fairgrounds.

13) Hair: All goats must be uniformly clipped with 3/8 inch length of hair or less above the knee and hock joints to include the head, excluding the tail, prior to arrival on the grounds. All meat goats should arrive on the Fairgrounds clipped and show ready.

14) Goats’ front legs must be on the ground during judging. Front feet must remain on the arena floor during Judge’s evaluation. Exhibitors may lift feet off the ground for a period not to exceed 10 seconds when posing the goat.

15) Injection, drenching or application of any substance per rectum is prohibited. Further, the application of any substance to or near the tail or anus is prohibited. Animals showing any signs of being unethically fitted will be disqualified and exhibitors may face further repercussion.

16) There will be no powdering, coloring agent or paint used on any meat goat. Nothing may be applied (no tap water, ice, show braces, etc.) to goats. Exhibitors in violation will not be allowed to show.

17) Exhibitors are expected to care for their meat goats in an acceptable manner. NO MUZZLES OF ANY TYPE ARE ALLOWED. Any abusive care including slapping or excessive modification of meat goats will be grounds for disqualification at the discretion of the show officials or extension council.

18) Drenching will not be allowed. Some of the products being used are not labeled for animal use. There are quality assurance issues involved with this practice. If there are health concerns involved regarding dehydration, the Superintendents should be contacted.

19) Breeding does older than 24 months must be in production.

CLASS 2014 Meat Goats - Market Does

CLASS 2015 Breeding Does

Classes will be divided according to ages

CLASS 2022 Meat Goats – Market Wethers (All breeds eligible)

PLEASE NOTE: If your animal loses an identification tag, you must contact the Lucas County Extension Office immediately for a replacement. An official Lucas County Extension Council member or a superintendent will re-tag that animal. If both tags are missing at the same time, the animal is ineligible to show. NO EXCEPTIONS will be made.

SHOWMANSHIP CONTEST

It is the responsibility of the 4H, FFA member and their family to be familiar with and follow the rules set forth in the Lucas County Fair Book.

Showmanship is open to all exhibitors showing sheep, swine, beef, dairy, dog, horse, poultry, or rabbit projects. Showmanship involves fitting the animal and show ring performance. 4-H and FFA members are expected to show their own animal for showmanship. (If numbers warrant, classes will be divided into two groups. First place exhibitors from each group will compete for champions.) Sign up for showmanship in the department of each specie you are exhibiting. A list of members eligible for each class will be posted.
LIVESTOCK JUDGING CONTEST
Judging – Thursday, July 26 – 9:00 AM

CLASS 3001 – Junior – completed 4-6 grade
CLASS 3002 – Intermediate – completed 7-8 grade
CLASS 3003 – Senior – completed 9-12 grade

CLASS 4001 - Junior - completed 4-8 grade
CLASS 4002 - Senior - completed 9-12 grade

1. This contest is open to any boy or girl enrolled in a 4-H club or FFA Chapter in Lucas County. Contestants will judge five classes including beef, swine, and sheep and/or meat goats.
2. Contestants participating in the Senior level (9-12 grades) will be required to give two sets of oral reasons to be eligible to participate on the 4-H team that is selected to represent Lucas County at the Iowa 4-H Livestock Judging Contest.
3. Participants at the Junior level (4-8 grades) will be required to answer five questions on two classes. A junior may also give two sets of oral reasons if they choose, but scores will not be included in their final score.
4. Total points for the contest will be 250 placing and 100 point reasons/questions for a total of 350 points.
5. To be eligible for any awards or prize money, contestants must fill out and hand in official placing cards for all five classes and give oral reasons or answer questions on two classes.
7. Premiums will be paid to the top five contestants in each age group.

CLOVER SPROUTS

General Rules:
1. Clover Sprout participation will be non-competitive.
2. Each exhibit will receive a Clover Sprout ribbon - not a 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place ribbon.

Exhibit Building Entries:
1. Each Clover Sprout can up to bring 3 exhibits to the 4-H Exhibit Building on Saturday of the fair.
2. Clover Sprouts will sit with a judge who will talk to them about their exhibit. This is called "conference judging".
3. Exhibits will be displayed in a Clover Sprout booth with a Clover Sprout Ribbon and will be released on Thursday, July 25th from 8:00 AM to 10:00 AM.

Livestock Entries:
1. Clover Sprouts will be allowed to bring a small/baby animal to the Fair on Tuesday, July 23. We will ask for the parents' help in assisting the Clover Sprouts to choose a project. Pigs are not an option because of disease problems. Horses and ponies are prohibited. Maximum height for animals for this event is 48 inches. Animals must be approved by the Extension Office prior to the Livestock Expo.
2. Animals will be taken home immediately following the activity.
3. Clover Sprouts will be paired with an older 4-H member to learn more about their animal (care, feeding, grooming, and showing).
4. Clover Sprouts who do not have access to animals may be paired with an older 4-H member who is willing to provide an animal.
5. Animals will be shown with the help of their older 4-H "buddy".
6. Let the Extension Office know by July 1 if you intend to participate so that a "buddy" and an "exhibit" can be secured if you aren't bringing one from home.

Clover Sprout participation in the Fair was developed to provide a non-formal setting in which youth can gain knowledge about an animal of their interest and feel good about themselves and the knowledge that they gained and shared with others. This is not meant to be a competitive experience. It is hoped that children will enjoy the experience of participating in the Fair.
4-H & FFA Queen Contest

General Rules:

1. Queen will receive State Fair crown, sash, and sterling silver buckle from Lucas County Fair Association.
2. $25.00 fee is required for all queen contestants. School photo and fee are due with entry form and questionnaire. They must be turned in to the Lucas County Extension Office by May 15, 2019.
3. Queen Contestants must be 16 years of age and not more than 21 years of age on the first day of the 2018 Iowa State Fair which is August 8, 2019.
4. Queen Contestants must never have been married, nor had children. Queen Contestants can’t be knowingly pregnant at the time of her reign as the Lucas County Fair Queen or consequences or title will be forfeited to 1st runner up.
5. Competition is open to the public, not limited to being a 4-H or FFA member. However, each contestant must be an active member of at least one service organization in her community, such as, but not limited to a church group or girl scouts.
6. 4-H members participating in the queen contest must have attended 50% of their club or organizations meetings.
7. No professional model is eligible to compete in the Lucas County Fair Queen competition (one who has had ongoing employment in which modeling was the primary part of the job).
8. Any contestant who has competed at the Iowa State Fair level may not compete again. Contestants, other than person selected as county fair queen, who entered the county contest previously but did not participate at state level, may enter the county fair queen contest.
9. Winner of the Lucas County Fair Queen contest and her court will be required to remain at the fairgrounds and enthusiastically appear and help with shows and sale. No crown or sashes are to be worn while the contestant is showing.
10. The Lucas County Fair Association reserves the right to change and interpret the foregoing rules and regulations at any time as may be deemed expedient.
11. Each entrant in the state fair competition must be selected from a competitive queen contest at her county fair. Only contestants sponsored by county fairs that are members of the Association of the Iowa Fairs will be eligible to compete at the state level.
12. Iowa State Fair will accept one entry per county.
13. It is the responsibility of each contestant to make arrangements for transportation to and from Des Moines to the Iowa State Fair. Accommodations will be made for county fair queen only.
14. Fair queen will be in charge of talking to the Clover Sprout members at the Clover Sprout pet show. If additional help is needed for the show this will be requested to the court.
15. Lucas County Queen will be given a preferred parking spot for duration of the Lucas County Fair.
16. The Lucas County 4-H and FFA Queen Contest will follow Iowa State Fair Queen Contest rules.

***This contest is held by the Lucas County Fair Association. For more information, please contact Megan Loynachan at (641)203-3769.

There is also a Miss & Mr. Clover and Jr. Queen contact. Contact Megan Loynachan for more information.
# 4-H GRIEVANCE FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date and Time of Incident:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of Incident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signature of person(s) filing the grievance: __________________________

Date and time grievance filed: __________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date and time of incident review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reviewed by: __________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision of reviewers:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signature of person who shared the decision: __________________________

Date and time decision was shared: __________________________